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ABSTRACT
Drosophila melanogaster males reared as larvae on media 
containing thymidine-methyl-^H were treated with ethyl-1-^C
llj,
methanesulfonate ( C-EMS) as adults, either by feeding or vacuum
lbinjection. The concentrations of C-EMS commonly administered
ranged from 0.006M to 0.025M. Large variations in repeated experi-
lij.
ments, using the same concentrations of C-EMS, were found with
3
the feeding method. The amount of H per sperm cell was determined
by microscopically counting sperm cells, washing them with cold TCA
onto a Millipore filter and counting radioactivity with a liquid
lb 3scintillation spectrometer. C and H counts were determined for 
oligodeoxynucleotides released from sperm cell DNA by electropho-
retically purified deoxyribonuclease. Prom these counts, the spe-
lb o
cific activity of C-EMS and the amount of -n per cell, the number
of alkylations per sperm cell DNA was found to consistently range 
7 8between 1x10 and 3x10 depending in part on the method of adminis- 
lh
tration of C-EMS and the age of the sperm cells at the time of 
treatment. Sperm cells from the second matings consistently showed 
higher levels of alkylation per sperm cell DNA than the sperm cells 
from the first matings following treatment.
Estimates for the number of nucleotides per sperm cell DNA
g
of Drosophila are found from the literature to range from 1,6x10
g
to b.5xl0 . It has, therefore, been concluded that the concentra­
tions of EMS used in these experiments were able to extensively
alkylate the sperm cell DNA of Drosophila. On the basis of this 
extensive DNA alkylation combined with previously published reports 
on sex-linked recessive lethal rates and production of mosaics 
following EMS treatment of Drosophila, it is hypothesized that a 
rare site or combination of sites is responsible for the mutagenic 
action of EMS. Previous models suggesting the production of 
mutations by incorrect pairing of ethylated bases during DNA dupli­
cation cannot explain the results of the experiments presented here.
INTRODUCTION
The mutational effects of ionizing radiation were first 
discovered by Muller, 1927 working with Drosophila and Stadler,
1928 working with barley. Since that time much work has been done 
relating the doses of radiation received to the biological res­
ponse. The dosage-response curves for ionizing radiations in 
biological systems have now been accurately worked out. (For 
reviews see Hollaender, 195^ and Lea, 1962), On the other hand, 
it was not until the I9h0’s that chemical agents, beginning with 
mustard gases (Auerbach and Robson, 19^ 2; 19*1-6) and diethyl sulfate 
and dimethyl sulfate (Rapoport, 19^7)• were first found to be 
mutagenic in organisms such as Drosophila.
Since then, a great number of different chemical agents 
have been found to be mutagenic, but up to the present there 
have been no accurate determinations made of the dosage-response 
curves for chemical agents in multicellular organisms. Usual 
procedures for treating a multicellular organism only record the 
exposure (administered dose) of the organism to some concentration 
of a chemical mutagen by way of feeding, injection, etc. However, 
no record is made of the actual dose received by the germ line.
In order to obtain meaningful biological dosage-response curves 
for chemical agents it is necessary to determine on a quantitative 
basis the dose in terms of the amount of chemical reacting with the 
target molecule in the germ line, and the genetic response the cells 
show to the action of this chemical dose.
2One of the objectives of this dissertation is to report 
on a model test system that has been devised to determine the 
amount of a chemical mutagen penetrating a given cell type and the 
cell's response to the mutagenic chemical. The germ line of 
Drosophila melanogaster males was chosen as the model cell line 
since extensive genetic analyses have been established for this 
organism. (See Lindsley and Grell, 1967; Muller and Oster, I963). 
Ethyl methanesulfonate (MS) was chosen as the test chemical 
mutagen for a number of reasons; 1). It has been shown to be a 
potent mutagen in bacteriophage (Loveless, 1958, 1959l Green and 
Krieg, 1961), bacteria (Loveless and Howarth, 1959), Neurospora 
(Westergaard, 1957), maize (Bianchi, 1963), Drosophila (Fahmy and 
Fahmy, 1957; Alderson, 19651 Epler, 1966; Jenkins, 1967; Lee, Sega 
and Bishop, 1970), Habrobraeon (Lobbecke and von Borstel, 1962) and 
the mouse (Ehling, Cumming and Mailing, 1968). For additional 
references on the mutagenicity of EMS in various organisms see 
Fishbein, Flamra and Falk, 1970. 2). EMS is relatively stable with
a hydrolysis half-life of approximately 7.5 hours in aqueous solu­
tion and 6.5 hours in vivo (Roberts and Warwick, 1958). Furthermore, 
it is easy to synthesize with a labeled alkyl group. 3). EMS has 
been found to ethylate DNA in vivo (Brookes and Lawley, 1961a, 1961b, 
1963; Lawley and Brookes, 1963a, 1963b) which means that the sperm 
DNA of Drosophila can be tagged with radioactively labeled ethyl 
groups derived from labeled EMS, h). It had been used earlier by 
our genetics group to obtain yellow mosaic flies which I attempted 
to analyze by using a theoretical model for the action of EMS on
3the DNA of the sperm cells and comparing the theoretical and 
experimental results on a computer (Lee, Sega and Bishop, 1970).
Also see Appendix, Part D. 5) Methyl methanesulfonate (MMS), 
structurally the most closely related sulfonic ester to EMS, was 
found to be much more toxic to the flies than was EMS, The flies 
were killed by concentrations of MMS as low as 0.012M but showed 
no loss of viability when treated with EMS concentrations as high 
as 0.12M using vacuum injection (described in Materials and 
Methods). This was a ten-fold increase in concentration over the 
maximum dosage that could be used with MMS. Therefore, MMS was 
rejected as the test chemical in favor of EMS.
Ethyl methanesulfonate is a chemical that belongs to a 
class of compounds known as alkylating agents. Such a compound can 
be defined as any molecule which can transfer a univalent aliphatic 
radical , an aromatic-aliphatic radical or an alicyclic
hydrocarbon radical to a second molecule. The structure of EMS is 
shown in Figure 1. It owes its biological activity to the fact that 
it possesses a chemically reactive eleetrophilic group (CH^CE^-) 
that can alkylate the nucleophilic centers of the cell. Brookes 
and Lawley, 1961a using acid hydrolysis, showed that the most 
frequent sites of attack by EMS in DNA are the position of guanine 
followed by the position of adenine, resulting in the formation 
of 7-ethylguanine and 3-ethyladenine respectively. There are also 
minor sites of alkylation at the position of cytosine and the 
and Ny positions of adenine (Lawley, 1966).
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5Loveless, 1969 has been able to alkylate the 0-6 position 
of deoxyguanosine in vitro with EMS and several other alkylating 
agents. He suggests that the reason this alkylation product has 
not been found before is that the usual acid hydrolysis of DNA 
removes the alkyl group from this position. If the 0-6 position 
of guanine were alkylated in vivo it would affect the normal hydro­
gen bonding of guanine with cytosine because of a lost proton at 
the N^ position. Such a disruption of normal hydrogen bonding 
presents a plausible explanation for the production of mutations 
using EMS,
Lawley and Thatcher, 1970 made a comparative study of alkyla­
tion sites using N-methyl-N1-nitro-N-nitrosoguanidine (MNNG) and 
the simple methylating agent dimethyl sulfate. Salmon sperm DNA 
and mouse L-cells were treated with both chemicals and then sub­
jected to mild acid hydrolysis. Both the salmon sperm DNA and L- 
cell DNA gave measurable amounts of 0-6 methylated guanine from 
the MNNG treatment but none was recovered from the dimethyl sulfate 
treatment. Lawley suggests that dimethyl sulfate would form a 
transition complex with nucleophilie groups in DNA and react by 
Ingold's (1953) Sjj2 mechanism (Substitution, Nucleophilie, Bimolec- 
ular). In general, all alkyl alkanesulfonates (including EMS) are 
believed to react through an S^2 mechanism. On the other hand, 
Lawley postulates that MNNG and other alkyl-nitrosaroides and 
nitrosamidines should react either through diazoalkyl cations by 
the S^2 mechanism or by an S^l mechanism involving generation of 
a carbonium ion.
6He suggests that this difference in reaction mechanism might 
account for the ability of MNNG to alkylate sites not attacked by 
dimethyl sulfate, since the S^l reaction attacks groups at random 
independent of nucleophilicity while S^2 reactions are specifically 
reactive towards more nucleophilie groups. That EMS may alkylate 
the 0-6 position of guanine in Drosophila melanogaster is still a 
possibility however, since Loveless, 1969 did manage to ethylate 
the 0-6 of guanine in vitro using EMS, Furthermore, Ingold, 1953 
has pointed out that as the alkyl group of an alkylating agent 
passes from methyl to ethyl and longer chained alkyl groups, the 
reaction mechanism may pass from Sjj2 to .
Considering the most likely effect of EMS on DNA to be the 
ethylation of guanine, it is possible that this event could produce 
a GC to AT transition, Guanosine has a pK value of 9.2 for the 
dissociation of the hydrogen at the position, but the pK of a 
7,9 substituted guanine is shifted down nearer to 7 (Lawley and 
Brookes, 1961), Figure 2 shows how base pairing could be affected 
if the position of guanine is ionized.
Because of the shift in the pK values mentioned above, the 
hydrogen at the position of ethylguanine is more likely to dis­
sociate than is the hydrogen at the position of guanine. When 
this ionization occurs, pairing with thymine would be possible as 
indicated in Figure 2, This would result in a GC to AT transition. 
If ionization did not occur, then the ethylated guanine would pair 
as usual with cytosine and thus produce a normal genetic copy. The
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8potentiality for copy errors in later generations of DNA synthesis 
would, however, be retained by the ethylated guanine, A similar 
mechanism can be envisioned for the case of 0^ -ethylguanine where­
by it also could pair with thymine instead of cytosine. The pairing 
configuration in this case is shown in Figure 3,
If the pH of the nucleus is so low that there is little 
likelihood of ionization of the hydrogen at the N^ position, then 
it has been suggested by Krieg, 1963 that if guanine and ethylguanine 
should exist in the enol form rather than in the keto form, it 
might be more likely for the enol form of ethylguanine to occur than 
for the enol form of guanine. In the enol form ethylguanine would 
pair with thymine by three hydrogen bonds as shown in Figure 4, The 
result would again be a GC to AT transition.
Ethyl methanesulfonate may also alkylate adenine. The 
ethylation occurs at the position as shown in Figure 5» and the 
assumed structure of ethyladenine would allow it to pair with cyto­
sine almost all of the time. The probability of transition mutations 
in this case would be quite high,
Bautz and Freese, I960 have pointed out that when the 
position of guanine is alkylated a positive charge is placed at 
this position which may be shared by the position (Refer to 
Figure 2), This would tend to weaken the glyeosidic linkage between 
the atom of guanine and the deoxyribose sugar to which it is 
attached. This could lead to hydrolysis of the ethylated guanine 
from the DNA molecule leaving behind a gap which could remain as 
such or be filled at random with any base pair. Lawley and Brookes,
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1963a and Kriek and Eramelot, 1964, both cited by Miller and Miller, 
1966, have pointed out that depurination also labilizps the phosphate 
deoxyribose linkage and eventually leads to main chain scission of 
the affected strand of DNA., Either the unstable base pairing of 
ethyl-guanine with thymine instead of cytosine, the hydrolysis of 
ethyl-guanine from the DNA backbone or single strand scission could 
be possible explanations for the finding that most visible mutations 
induced by EMS are of the mosaic type where part of the cells 
derived from a treated parent cell are mutant and part are non­
mutant (Green and Krieg, 1961; Lee, Sega and Bishop, 1970),
In addition to point mutations EMS has also been found to 
induce gross chromosomal aberrations. It induces breaks in the 
heterochromatic regions of Vicia faba chromosomes (Natarajan and 
Upadhya, 1964). Revell, 1953 found a high proportion of breaks in 
heterochromatic regions of Vicia chromosomes using monofunctional 
alkylating agents. In contrast, breaks occurred more or less at 
random when X-rays were employed. Bishop, 1970 has found EMS in­
duced breaks in the heterochromatin of Drosophila melanogaster and 
Lim and Snyder, 1968 have found small deletions in the EMS treated 
chromosomes of Drosophila, Cattanach, Pollard and Isaacson, 1968 
found that EMS produces translocations in the mouse.
Although EMS, a monofunctional alkylating agent, has the 
ability to induce chromosomal aberrations, it is fifty times less 
effective than the bifunctional alkylating agent, Myleran (two EMS 
molecules joined back to back), according to Rieger and Michaelis, 
i960. Their work was based on the number of chromatid aberrations
12
produced in primary roots of Vicia faba following treatment with 
concentrations of EMS and Myleran. Most aberrations were also 
localized in heterochromatin. The difference in action is probably 
due to the bifunctional compound forming cross linkages in the DNA. 
strands. As might be anticipated, Myleran most often alkylated the 
guanine bases in DNA and formed bridges between two guanines in 
about 10$ of the cases, according to Verly and Petitpas-Dewandre,
196*1-.
Chromosomal aberrations induced by EMS may also depend on
» I
the Cu concentration (Gilot, et. al., 1967)* This could indicate 
that an enzyme was playing a role in breaking alkylated chromosomes,
-l-i
since ions such as Cu are often used in enzyme systems. In fact, 
several experimenters have found that alkylated DNA is often 
enzymatically repaired.
Strauss, Coyle and Robbins, 1968 found that treatment with 
alkylating agents produced a mixture of DNA with alkylated sites 
and with single strand breaks. An additional proportion of the 
alkylated sites were converted to single strand breaks by enzyme 
action. They showed that the repair mechanisms in both the procaryo­
tic cells of Bacillus subt’tHs and eucaryotic cells (human, HEP-2) 
acted on DNA with single strand breaks but ignored alkylated sites 
that had not been converted to single strand breaks by enzyme 
action.
Bohme, 1968, working with mutant bacterial strains of Proteus, 
found that they possessed increased sensitivity to monofunctional 
alkylating agents and at the same time did not repair photodynami- 
cally induced damage. This led Bohme to conclude that the same
13
mechanism might bo involved in repairing both alkylated DNA and 
photodynamically damaged DNA.
On the other hand, Strauss and Robbins. 1968 found that 
DNA from phage T-7 that was methylated with methyl methanesulfonate 
was attacked by an extract from Microcoocus lysodeikticus which 
produced single strand breaks in the methylated but not the control 
DNA. Bacillus subtilis extracts also attacked methylated DNA but 
were unable to attack UV treated DNA. suggesting that separate 
enzymes recognized the two types of damage.
Boyce and Farley, 1968, working with the lambda phage, found 
that the covalent, circular phage DNA was converted to notched 
circular DNA when treated with the alkylating agent methyl methane­
sulfonate (MMS) in vivo. During further incubation, after removal 
of the MMS, the DNA appeared to have these breaks repaired. When 
the covalent, circular DNA of the phage was treated in vitro with 
either EMS or MMS, they found that the presence of a heat labile 
factor from extracts of Escherichia coli was necessary for the 
breaks to appear. Their conclusion was that the cleavage of 
alkylated DNA in vivo and the subsequent rejoining of the broken 
DNA strands may indicate the action of an excision-like repair 
process which is under different genetic control from that of thymine 
dimer excision.
More recently, Ronen and Atidia, 1971 have found that primary 
inactivation (damage caused by alkylation per se, in contrast to 
secondary inactivation caused by depurination and its consequences) 
of lambda phage in strains of E. coli can be at least partially
14
reversed by genes controlling UV damage. However, the secondary 
damage (depurination) and its repair appeared not to be under the 
same genetic control as the pyrimidine excision system.
Roberts, Crathorn and Brent, 1968 demonstrated nonsemi­
conservative DNA synthesis in mammalian cells as a result of 
alkylation, suggesting that the cells possessed a mechanism capable 
of repairing alkylation-induced lesions in DNA. Lawley and Brookes, 
1968 studied the effects of both mono- and bifunctional alkylating 
agents upon the DNA of E. coll and found that in strains resistant 
to alkylation there was a dose dependent release of DMA nucleotide 
material into an acid soluble fraction. The release was more exten­
sive with the bifunctional agent (about 400 nucleotides released per 
DNA alkylation) than with the monofunctional agent (about 10 
nucleotides released per alkylation). With sensitive strains of 
E, coli there was no such dose dependent release of DNA nucleotides. 
Again the evidence indicated enzymatic repair of alkylated DNA. It 
is, therefore, possible that a proportion of the mutational events 
caused by EMS treatment are the result of the excision of a rela­
tively large segment of alkylated DNA (10 or more nucleotides). 
Excision of this DNA might also account for the chromosome breaks 
produced by EMS treatment of eucaryotic cells.
Genetic tests on yellow mosaic females produced by EMS treat­
ment in Dr. W. R. Lee's laboratory were compared by the author to 
theoretical models for the fraction of mosaics to be expected for a 
given degree of mosaicism. The theoretical model was based on a 
constant probability that a mutational event could occur at any or all
15
cleavage divisions in the developing Drosophila embryo. It was 
found that a relatively high probability (0,6) for the fixation of 
a mutation at each cleavage division was required to obtain the 
best agreement with the experimental results (Lee, Sega and Bishop, 
1970). This was in contrast to the work of Green and Krieg, 1961 
in which the number of mutant plaques obtained from EMS treated 
phage could be explained by a much lower probability of a mutation 
occurring at each phage replication.
If the probability of a mutation occurring in each cleavage 
division of Drosophila is as high as obtained theoretically, it 
would seem unlikely that a transition mutation, occurring via the 
mechanism described previously for 7-ethylguanine, could be the 
cause of the yellow mosaics. However, if a single ethylated base 
or a small piece of ethylated DNA is excised early in cleavage, this 
would make the probability of mutation fixation in later cleavages 
equal to unity (assuming no repair or incorrect repair). Therefore, 
the excision of alkylated DNA from Drosophila embryos in the early 
stages of cleavage could account for the high theoretical proba­
bility found for fixation of mutations at each cleavage.
Using the monofunctional alkylating agent EMS as the mutagen 
in our model test system and Drosophila melanogaster as the genetic 
test organism, it was the objective of the experiments reported in 
this dissertation to determine the absolute number of ethylations 
per Drosophila sperm cell. Also to be determined was the percentage 
of ethylations associated with DNA (as opposed to protein and other 
germ cell constituents which could also be ethylated). Another 
part of the research attempted to determine if simple storing of
16
alkylated sperm could result in the repair of any alkylated DNA 
through endogenous enzyme systems that the sperm cells might 
contain.
While working for Dr. W. R. Lee at the University of 
Texas, I had made some determinations of "the fraction of 32p
labeled phosphate that was contained in the "'sperm cell DNA as com­
pared to the whole sperm cells (Lee, Sega and Alford, 1967). Also 
see the Appendix, Part D. The work was done by using a double 
labeling procedure in which male Drosophila larvae were fed on 
both 32P0(l and ^H-thymidine. By using the techniques developed at 
Texas to determine the percentage of labeled phosphate in the DNA
of sperm cells, I was able to continue with a similar procedure
3 14-
using H-thymidine and C-EMS that would determine the ethylations
1 Urof DNA on a per cell basis. Our initial supply of C labeled EMS,
synthesized by Mallinckrodt, was given as a gift from Oak Ridge and
14later we had a special batch of C-EMS made by Schwartz Bioresearch.
It was known that the usual methods for administering 
chemical agents to a test organism such as Drosophila gave large 
variances in the actual dose administered (Sega and Lee, 1970), 
Micro-injection techniques have been criticized by Carlson and 
Oster, 1962 because individual flies vary as to the amount of 
injected material that is retained. Feeding methods such as that 
of Lewis and Baeher, 1968 are also highly variable because the 
flies may not always eat well. It is also not possible to produce 
exactly the same environment at all locations in the feeding vials.
Initial experiments with the labeled mutagen confirmed the 
variability of the feeding method. In an attempt to reduce this
17
variability, a vacuum injection technique was developed by Sega 
and Lee, 1970, based on the experiments of Lutz, 1932 which showed 
that insects can survive in high vacuums for short periods of time. 
This vacuum injection procedure involved spraying the flies with 
a fine aerosol of the mutagen in a vacuum. Further details of 
this procedure can be found in Materials and Methods. The advantage 
of the vacuum injection was that the amount of labeled mutagen 
needed to treat a large number of flies was greatly reduced and
ih
the variance in the amount of C-EMS received per fly was lowered. 
The disadvantage was that less mutagen was received at the cell 
level with this method than when the flies were fed on the same 
concentration of the mutagen. Such results again indicate the 
importance of being able to determine on a "per cell" basis the 
amount of chemical mutagen received by a biological system.
Using the administered concentrations of a mutagen in con­
structing a dosage-response curve is not really meaningful, since 
it is impossible to say what happens to the mutagen from the time 
it is taken in by the test organism (in this case Drosophila) until 
it reaches the specific cells under study (in this case sperm cells). 
Even different treatments using the same concentration of mutagen 
can give widely differing results. Epler, 1966, for example, ob­
tained a dosage-response curve relating the percentage of X- 
chromosorae lethals in Drosophila to the concentration of EMS adminis­
tered by micro-injection to adult males. The graph was linear but 
this did not mean that as the JUS concentration increased there was 
a linear increase in the amount of EMS penetrating the sperm cells. 
Even at Epler*s lowest administered concentrations of EMS we have
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found that there is almost complete saturation of the sperm DNA 
by alkyl groups. Also, at the higher percentages of sex linked 
lethals (>12^ ) a Poisson correction for ”2 hit" lethals should 
have been taken into account. That Epler's dosage-response curve 
was linear appears to have simply been a coincidence.
Finally, comparative mutagenesis of chemical compounds in 
a series of different test organisms will only be meaningful when 
the amount of mutagen penetrating a single cell can be put on a 
quantitative basis. Once this is accomplished, comparative muta­
genesis will be capable of producing meaningful results in com­
paring mutational effects (such as recessive lethal rates, point 
mutations and chromosomal aberrations) among different organisms 
that are genetically well studied.
The research presented in this dissertation, then, attempts 
to present a model system whereby it will be possible to determine 
the dose of a chemical mutagen received at the cell level, to 
determine the amount of mutagen per cell associated with DNA and 
to see if Drosophila sperm may be capable of repairing alkylated 
DNA.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Drosophila Stocks
The following stocks were used in the experiments presented
in this dissertation:
Stock C: R(Y)L,bb”/X*Y^,In(l)EN2,f
(f 246)
Stock D: YL.scS\ y +ac+bb+/X«YS,In(l)scJ1 + dl-49,l(l)JlyS2vfB
(f 283) and C(l)DX,yfbb“
Stock Ft In(l)dl-49 + E*11 .yacvB^ and C(1)DX, yfbb"
Stock 0: YL.scS1.y+ac+bb+/X'IS , In(l)scJ1 + dl-49,l(l)JlyS2vfB 
(f 285) /ln(l)sc8,sc^l*(l)B (1^ (1): X-ray induced lethal)
Refer to Lindsley and Grell, 19^7 for a description of Stock nota­
tions. (Code numbers below Stocks refer to Oster's designation 
for the Stock, See Oster, 1971.)
Males from Stock C were crossed with females from Stock D. 
Fertile male progeny result from this cross but no females are pro­
duced because of the bobbed deficiency (bb“) which is lethal when 
homozygous. Any F-l females would have bb" from the long arm of 
the Y of the male parent and from the attached-X chromosomes 
C(1)DX of the female parent. The genetic constitution of the F-l 
males, which will be denoted from here on as "CxD" males, is »sc^, 
y+ac4bb+/X.Y^, In(l)EN2,f. Since only males are treated in the 
experiments described here, the above cross provides for the pro­
duction of large quantities of male larvae and adults free from 
any female flies.
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In a similar manner, "FxD" males were produced by crossing 
the females of Stock D to the males of Stock F, The resulting F-l 
males are sterile because they lack the short arm of the Y chromo­
some, Both distal extremities of each arm of the Y possess gene 
complexes essential for fertility in the male. Losing a part of 
these gene complexes causes spermatozoan immotility (and hence 
infertility) in Drosophila melanogaster (Stern and Hadorn, 1938), 
Cytological examination in our lab of the male testes revealed 
maturing spermatids but examination of the seminal receptacles of 
females that had mated to these "FxD" males showed no sperm being 
held in storage. We therefore concluded that the males trans­
ferred seminal fluids to the females but no sperm.
The automatic virgins used in the matings with the treated 
males were produced by crossing Stock F males with Stock 0 females. 
All male progeny died because of the lethals in both X chromosomes 
of the Stock 0 females. The F-l females are heterozygous for these 
same lethals and are, therefore, viable. This cross provides for 
the production of large numbers of automatic virgins without the 
necessity of having to collect females two or three times daily to 
insure virginity,
Radio-Isotopes
3
Thymidine-methyl- H was purchased from New England Nuclear, 
Individual vials each contained 1,0 nC total activity with specific 
activities ranging from l6,lC/mM to 22,3C/att, Ethyl-l-^C 
methanesulfonate was obtained from Mallinckrodt with a specific 
activity of 6.5mC/mM and a total activity of 0.50 nC per vial. 
Additional vials of ***0 labeled EMS also labeled at the position
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wore obtained from Schwartz Bioreseareh Inc, with a reported 
specific activity of 4-,8 rtC/niM and a total activity of 0.50 nC per 
vial. 14C and %  standards were purchased from New England Nuclear.
Enzymes
Pronase enzyme, grade B, was purchased from Cal-Bioehem. 
Electrophoretically purified deoxyribonuclease (DNase) free of any 
RNase activity was purchased from Worthington Biochemical Corpora­
tion and had an activity of 2130 units/mg.
Scintillation Counters
Both the Beckman Liquid Scintillation counter in the LSU 
Microbiology Department and the Beckman counter (Model LS-250) in 
Nuclear Science were used to obtain all assays on radioactive 
samples.
Scintillation Fluors
Two fluors were used. The fluor used for most of the count­
ing consisted of 10 grams of Phenylbiphenyloxadiazole-1,3,^ (PBD) 
per liter of reagent grade toluene. The PBD was obtained from 
Amersham/Searle. When used with small volumes of aqueous solutions 
(100/il to 200/il), 3 ml of 2-ethoxyethanol was mixed with 10 ml of 
this fluor to insure complete miscibility of the toluene with the 
water. When larger volumes of water (up to ^  or 5 ml) were counted, 
Aquasol fluor, obtained from New England Nuclear, was used. This 
fluor was useful in test washings of the Pronase digests to make 
certain that all radioactivity associated with low molecular weight 
materials soluble in cold TCA had been removed. Several milliliters
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of wash water could be counted directly without the necessity of 
first evaporating the water down to around 0.2 ml.
Chromatographic Determination of the Purity of Thymidine-methyl-^H
Twenty microliter samples of the thymidine-methyl-^H
solutions were mixed with 0.5ml of unlabeled thymidine solutions
(5 mg/ml). Three, 20^1 samples of these new solutions were then
each added to 3*0 ml of 2-ethoxyethanol and the optical density at
260 mft was measured. A 20fil aliquot of each 2-ethoxyethanol
solution was then counted in a scintillation counter using 10 ml
of PBD fluor in order to finally establish the specific activity of
3
the thymidine-methyl- H before chromatography.
Twenty microliter samples from the 0.5 ml mixed solutions 
of unlabeled thymidine and labeled thymidine were then spotted on 
Whatman #1 paper and chromatographed using a solution of saturated 
NagB^ O^ 'lOHjjO, ethanol, 5 M (pH = 9*5) ammonium acetate and 0.1M 
di-sodium ethylenediaminetetraacetate (EDTA) in the volumetric 
ratios of 8i220i20i2.5 respectively. The thymidine spot was then 
eluted into 3.0 ml of 2-ethoxyethanol and the 0.D.26g was aSain 
determined. Finally, a 20 fil sample of the 2-ethoxyethanol contain­
ing the eluted thymidine was counted in a liquid scintillation 
system and .the specific activity after chromatography was determined. 
The ratios of specific activities after and before chromatography 
were used as a measure of the purity of the thymidine-methyl-%.
Specific Activity Determination of Ethyl-l-^C methanesulfonate 
A small volume (~20pl) of ether containing ethyl-l-^^G 
methanesulfonate from S„chwartz was added to 1.0 ml of methyl ethyl
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ketone (MEK). This sample was then subdivided into 200 fil portions 
and further diluted by a factor of approximately 50 into additional 
MEK, Three, 20 fil aliquots from each diluted sample were counted 
in a liquid scintillation counter. The remaining portions of 
each diluted sample were then colorimetrically assayed for EMS 
content using the method of Epstein, et. al,, 1955* The specific 
activity for each tested sample was then calculated from this data.
Assay of DNase Enzyme Activity
The assay was based on that developed by Kunitz, 1950 in 
which the increase in U.V. absorption at 260 mn was monitored during 
the course of depolymerization of DNA ty DNase. When a sample of 
enzyme assayed at 50% or less of the quoted activity on the vial, 
it was discarded.
Experiment A
Feeding Labeled Thymidine. The thymidine-methyl-% (specific 
activity =16.1 C/mM) was prepared by lyophilizing two vials con­
taining thymidine-methyl--% dissolved in sterile water. (All 
radioactive thymidine used in the experiments reported here was 
labeled with on the methyl side group of thymidine. Therefore, 
labeled thymidine will generally be referred to simply as %-thymidine 
in the remainder of this dissertation.) Each vial had an activity 
of 1 mC. To each vial was added 0.5 ml of Eagle's media enriched 
with 2$& fructose. The final concentration of fructose in the feed­
ing media was 1%, This concentration of fructose had been found by 
Sang, 1956 to result in the fastest rate of larval development. Next 
0,25 ml aliquots of the dissolved % - thymidine were placed in small
shell vials and finally 0,25 ml of 3# agar was added to each of the 
shell vials. Each vial had a total activity of 500 ftC of thymi­
dine in 0,5 ml of feeding media or 1 mC/ml.
CxD male larvae were obtained by allowing the parental flies 
to deposit eggs in pint size food bottles with a good growth of 
yeast for a period of 4 hours. The adult flies were then removed 
and the bottles were placed in a 25°C incubator for a period of 2 
days plus 21 hours. At this time most of the developing larvae have 
become late second instars (Demerec, 1965). The larvae were floated 
out of the food using a 30# sucrose solution, placed on a black cloth 
in a petri plate to facilitate handling and parceled into small 
shell vials, containing thymidine, in groups of 100 larvae per 
vial. Any larvae produced from retained eggs would have been third 
instars and were eliminated at this time, A total of 400 larvae 
were fed on the thymidine for a period of 8 hours and then removed 
from the labeled media and put back in normal food bottles to com­
plete their development at 25°C, During the period of labeling the 
larvae were beginning to develop primary spermatocytes so that this 
time period gave maximum incorporation of labeled thymidine into 
the DNA of the germ line. Feeding the larvae on the labeled media 
usually retarded their development by about 1 day.
Treatment with Labeled EMS. When the %-thymidine labeled
CxD males emerged as adults they were aged for 1 to 2 days and then
in,
treated with ethyl-1- C methanesulfonate obtained from Mallinckrodt, 
Since all of the radioactive EMS used in these experiments was
labeled at the C-l position, the labeled compound will be denoted
14 '-Las C-EMS in the rest of the dissertation. All the -II-thymidine
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fed males from each of the feeding vials were taken in proportional
numbers for each of the C-EMS treatments in order to minimize
the effects of variance in feeding as much as possible. Some of
these ^H-thymidine fed males were placed into 15 ml serum vials
(10 males per vial) and each vial was then subjected to a partial
vacuum of 50 mm Hg. The partial vacuum apparently caused no ill
effects upon the flies because untreated flies recovered fully
when the vacuum was removed.
14
The C-EMS was dissolved in distilled water to give a con­
centration of 0.12 M. Ten microliters of a given concentration of 
-EMS was drawn up into the tip of a syringe needle and then 
injected into the partial vacuum as a fine aerosol. The flies were 
left in the vacuum with the EMS vapor for approximately 1 hour and 
then the vacuum was quickly broken by inserting a large syringe 
needle. The flies were blown about quite violently in the vial as 
the air pressure increased. This sudden increase in pressure 
probably aided in driving the EMS solution deeper into the tracheae 
of the flies. The males quickly recovered from this treatment and 
were then removed and mated to automatic virgins.
The remaining portion of the %-thymidine labeled males were
14fed a 0.025 M concentration of C-EMS according to the method of
IdLewis and Bacher, 1968. The C-EMS was dissolved in distilled water
14containing 1% sucrose and then 1.0 ml samples of the C-EMS solution 
were pipetted on to Kim-wipes in glass vials. Ten males were placed 
in each vial and allowed to feed on the solutions absorbed by the 
Kim-wipes for 24 hours, after which they were removed and mated to
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virgin females. A few males treated only with the different
Ilf
concentrations of C-EMS were washed thoroughly with warm soapy 
water to remove surface contamination and then were counted indivi­
dually in scintillation vials to obtain some measure of the variance
1 it
of C-EMS exposure from fly to fly.
Mating to Virgin Females. Each doubly labeled CxD male
was individually mated with 3 to 5 females in a food vial. In all
there were 3 matings, each extending over a two day period. After 
each mating part of the inseminated females were frozen for future 
dissection and part were stored on sugar agar for a 3 week period.
The females were able to survive on the sugar agar but egg laying
was inhibited thus permitting storage of the treated sperm in the 
seminal receptacles. After 3 weeks these receptacles were also dis­
sected. Figure 6 shows the overall scheme for the double labeling 
procedures used in these experiments.
Cytological Counting of Sperm Cells. The receptacles of 
some of the inseminated females were dissected, stretched and fixed 
on a clean glass slide using 5$ formalin and then stained with 
lacto-aceto-orcein without the counter stain (Oster and Balaban,
19^3)* These receptacles, containing sperm labeled with both 
3 14H-thymidine and C-EMS, were then squashed under a siliconized
cover slip and the sperm cells in the receptacles were counted using 
a Zeiss phase microscope. The slides were then frozen and the cover 
slips were popped off. The receptacles next were washed onto a 
I'ilipore filter (HA 0,45p ) using cold 5% trichloroacetic acid 
(TCA). Blanks were prepared by staining Millipore filters with a 
drop of orcein solution and washing with the TCA.
EGGS LAID DURING 4 HOUR PERIOD
TEMP. = 25°C 
2 DAYS + 21 HOURS
LATE 2nd INSTAR LARVAE COLLECTED 
USING 3<# SUCROSE
100 100 100 100 
LARVAE LARVAE LARVAE LARVAE
FED ON H-THYMIDINE IN 1/4 KL EAGLE'S 
SUPPLEMENTED WITH 2$ FRUCTOSE
1/4 ML OF 3$ AGAR 
8 HOURS
LARVAE REMOVED FROM 3H-THYMIDINE 
PLACED IN CULTURE BOTTLES WITH NORMAL FOOD
5 DAYS + 19 HOURS
ADULTS BEGINNING TO EMERGE 
AGED 2 TO 3 DAYS
14
MALES TREATED WITH C-EMS 
MATED WITH 3 TO 5 VIRGIN FEMALES EVERY 2 DAYS
Figure 6
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Digestion of Receptacles. The remaining receptacles (those 
not counted for total sperm content) were dissected en masse, 
placed on Killipore filters and washed thoroughly with cold 5$ TCA, 
Each filter pad, including those holding the cytologically counted 
sperm cells, was then placed in a scintillation vial along with 
100 (il of hydrogen peroxide (HgOg) and 100 pi of perchloric acid 
(HClO^). This was a modification of the procedure used by Mahin 
and Lofberg, 1966, The vials were tightly capped and placed on 
low heat on a hot plate until the filter and the receptacles on it 
were completely digested. The vials were next cooled in a refrigera­
tor and then uncapped, (Th9 cooling minimized losses of volatile, 
labeled gases produced in the digestion procedure.) To each vial 
was added 3 “1 of 2-ethoxyethanol (as a solubilizer) and 10 ml of 
scintillation fluor. Finally nitrogen gas was used to displace the 
air in the vial in order to reduce oxygen quenching (Wang and Willis, 
1965)# The vials were then capped for counting.
Double Label Counting, Counting was done in two channels:
The first was set to count primarily %  and the second was set over
IZf
a relatively narrow range of the peak energy of C, Counting
3
efficiency, corrected for quenching, was determined by adding H 
lhand C standards to each vial. See the Appendix, Part A, for 
further double labeling techniques and procedures. The counting 
in all experiments of doubly labeled samples followed this same 
procedure,
Experiment B
Feeding Labeled Thymidine. The procedure was the same as 
for Exp, A. Four hundred CxD male larvae were again fed.
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Treatment With Labeled EMS, The procedure was the same as 
for Exp. A except that the flies were all fed on 0.0125 M 
%  -EMS (obtained from Schwartz).
Mating to Virgin Females. The procedure was the same as 
for Exp. A with the exception that no females were stored on sugar 
agar for 3 weeks. Also there were k matings instead of 3.
Cytological Counting of Sperm Cells. The procedure was the 
same as in Exp. A.
Digestion of Receptacles. The receptacles used in cytolo­
gical counting were digested on a Millipore filter as described for 
Exp, A. The remaining receptacles were dissected into Drosophila 
Ringer's and spun down in a refrigerated centrifuge three times with 
cold 5$ TCA. They were then spun down two additional times with 
cold phosphate buffer (0,1 M, pH = 7.*0. Five milliliters of this 
same cold buffer were then added to the receptacles. This was 
followed by 3 to 5 minutes of sonication (the buffer being kept 
cold to prevent denaturation of proteins) to disrupt the sperm cells 
contained in the receptacles. Next, 0.16 ml of sodium lauryl sulfate 
(50 mg/ml) was added to each 5 ml of buffer and cells along with 
0,16 ml of Pronase solution (3 mg/ml) and digested at 37°C for 
approximately 2k hours. This procedure was a slight modification 
of the method of Thomas, Berns and Kelly, 1966 for isolating DNA 
with high molecular weight from thymus nuclei.
After Pronase digestion, 1.5 ml samples of these "whole cell 
homogenates" were placed in scintillation vials and the water con­
tent was evaporated slowly down to between 0,1 and 0.2 ml. Then 
2-ethoxyethanol, fluor and nitrogen gas were added as in Exp. A.
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The remaining portions of the Pronase digests were filtered 
through a Millipore filter until the filtrate showed no trace of 
radioactivity. The residue on the filter (primarily high molecular 
weight D M  and some RNA) was then digested with deoxyribonuclease 
(DNase) that was electrophoretically purified to remove any RNase 
activity. Care was also taken to prevent any contamination with 
RNase activity from fingertips. The DNase digestion was carried 
out in 2.0 ml of phosphate buffer (0.1 M f pH = 6.5) to which was 
added 0.1 ml of MgSO^ in distilled water (7.22 mg/ml) and 0.2 ml 
of DNase in sterile water (1 mg/ml). The DNase digestion was 
carried out at 37°C for approximately 2k hours. This procedure 
for D M  digestion was a slight modification of that used by 
Kunitz, 1950. The DNase enzyme was also assayed following Kunitz's 
procedure in order to assure its activity.
At the end of the incubation period, the digests were filtered 
through a second Millipore filter. The filtrates thus obtained 
contained only oligodeoxynucleotides from digested DM, These 
filtrates were then handled in the same manner as the whole cell 
homogenates (Pronase digests) for liquid scintillation counting.
Experiment C
Feeding Labeled Thymidine. Two vials (Sp. Act. = 18.35 C/mM)
of thymidine, each containing 1 mC of activity, were lyophilized
*
and fed to a total of 800 larvae according to the procedure of 
Exp. A. However, since the ^H counts in the sperm cells from the 
preceding experiments were more than adequate and in order to 
improve the survival of the larvae fed on the thymidine, only 
250 n C total activity was placed in each feeding vial for an 
activity per unit volume of 0,5 mC/ml.
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Treatment With Labeled EMS, Fifty of the -^H-thymidine 
labeled CxD males were treated with a 0,06 M concentration of
*^C-EMS (Schwartz) using the vacuum injection procedure of Exp, A,
3
Seventy more of these H-thymidine labeled flies were treated with
a 0,006 M concentration of ^C-EMS, again using the vacuum injec-
3
tion procedure. Finally, a proportional number of H-thymidine
labeled males that emerged from each of the thymidine feeding
1^
vials were set aside and not treated with C-EMS. These flies 
were designated as "^H-thymidine only" males.
Mating to Virgin Females. Thirty of the males treated 
with 0.06m C-EMS were mated to virgins on corn meal (no sperm 
storage). Twelve males treated with this same concentration of 
0.06m ^C-EMS were mated to virgins stored on sugar agar. The 
females from each mating were stored on the sugar agar over a 
three week period. (Eight treated males were lost between the
Ik v
time of C-EMS treatment and the beginning of the mating sequence.)
1a
All of the males treated with the O.OO&I C-EMS were mated to 
virgins on corn meal (no sperm storage). The "^H-thymidine only" 
males were also mated to virgin females. Each of the matings 
lasted for 2 days,
Cytological Counting of Sperm Cells. The receptacles of 
the females mated to the "^H-thymidine only" males were dissected, 
stained, counted and treated as described for the receptacles of 
Exp, A. These were the only receptacles used in cytological 
counting.
Digestion of Receptacles. The receptacles used in the 
cytological counts of sperm cells were digested and treated as in
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Exp. A. The liquid scintillation eounts from these receptacles 
along with the cytologioal sperm counts were used to determine 
the -% disintegrations per minute per sperm cell (DPM/cell), From 
these -% disintegrations per cell and the counts in the 
enzymatic digests, the number of sperm cells being sampled in 
the enzymatic digests could be determined. The receptacles bear­
ing the doubly labeled sperm, both stored and unstored, were 
enzymatically digested according to the procedure of Exp. B.
Experiment D
Feeding Labeled Thymidine. Four hundred late 2nd instar
larvae which were produced from crossing stock F males to stock
D females (both male and female larvae are produced but the males
are sterile) were fed on ^H-thymidine. One vial of ^H-thymidine
(Sp. Act. = 22,2 C/rriM) containing lmC/ml in sterile water was used.
To each of the small shell vials used for feeding was added 0.2 ml
of the sterile water containing the ^H-thymidine along with 5.0 mg
fructose and 0.3 ml of agar. The final feeding media thus had
o
a 1% fructose concentration and 200 fiC of ^H-thymidine activity in 
0.5 ml for an activity per unit volume of 0.4 mC/ml.
Treatment With Labeled EMS. Two groups of FxD males (25 
males/group) were fed on a concentration of 0.025 H ^C-EMS 
(Schwartz) in 1% sucrose as in Exp. A.
Mating to Virgin Females. Three matings, each lasting for 
2 days, were carried out. Each male was mated with 3 to 5 females. 
After mating all of the females were immediately frozen prior to 
dissection.
Cytologiesal Observations. The receptacles of about 20 
females that had mated to FxD sterile males were stained and 
examined using the same techniques described for Exp, A. This 
was done to verily that no sperm were being transferred in these 
matings and that any radioactivity detected from these receptacles 
would be due to labeled seminal fluids transferred by the FxD 
males in mating.
Digestion of Receptacles. The receptacles from each of the 
three matings were enzymatically digested using the procedures 
of Exp, B, The number of receptacles digested were recorded to 
give an estimate of the radioactivity contributed by the seminal 
fluids in each receptacle to the total digest activity.
Experiment E
Experiment E was a duplication of Exp, D to give a repeated 
test on the contribution of seminal fluids to total digest counts.
Experiment F
Feeding Labeled Thymidine. Two vials of -hi-thymidine 
(Sp. Act. =22,2 C/niM) , each containing 1 mC of activity per 
milliliter of sterile water, were used. The feeding procedure was 
identical to Exp. D except that 800 CxD larvae were fed in this 
experiment.
Treatment With Labeled EMS. Two groups of ^H-thymidine
iu,
labeled CxD males (25 males/group) were fed a 0.025 M C-EMS 
(Schwartz) solution following the procedure of Exp. A. Two other 
similar groups were fed a 0.008M ^C-EMS concentration in the Vf>
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suerose solution while a fifth and sixth group were fed this same
concentration in hamster blood plasma. Finally, a proportional
3
number of H-thymidine labeled males that emerged from each 
of the thymidine feeding vials were set aside to determine the -%
DFM/cell for successive matings as was done in Exp. C,
Hating to Virgin Females. Each labeled CxD male was 
individually mated with 3 to 5 females in a corn meal food vial.
The first two matings (each of 2 day's duration) were used in the 
dissections. The cytological counting of sperm cells followed the 
procedure of Exp, C as did the digestion of receptacles (all with 
unstored sperm).
Experiment G
The procedure for feeding %-thyxnidine and ^C-EKS was 
exactly the same as for Exp. F. The mating regime also followed 
the procedure of Exp. F as did the cytological counting of sperm
|k
cells. However, in order to try and increase the C counts from 
the DNase digest, a somewhat modified procedure was used for digesting 
the receptacles.
Digestion of Receptacles. The receptacles used in the cyto­
logical counts of sperm cells were digested and treated as in 
Exp. A. The receptacles bearing the doubly labeled sperm from each
ih,
of the two groups of males fed on either 0.025 M or 0.008 M C-EMS 
were combined. This effectively doubled the sample of sperm for 
each enzymatic digestion. The receptacles were dissected directly 
into 0.1 M (pH = 7.4) P0^ buffer. They did not need to be initially 
washed three times with cold TCA since no Pronase digest was counted 
for radioactivity.
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The Pronase digestions were carried out as in Exp. C except 
for the addition of 0.1 ml of unlabeled DNA solution (100 /zg/ml in 
water) to each digest. This DNAf which was highly polymerized, 
was added to try and cut down any losses of labeled DNA in the 
digests which might be occurring. The entire sample of each 
Pronase digest was then washed thoroughly with cold TCA through a 
Millipore filter until the wash was at background level. Also, since 
experiments had shown a loss of DNA through the filter when washed 
with either cold water or 0,1 M PO^ buffer but no loss when washed 
only with cold TCA, only cold TCA was used to wash the filter pads. 
The washed pads were then digested with the DNase enzyme according 
to the procedure of Exp. B.
RESULTS
The purity of the %-thymidine fed to the larvae was checked 
in several experiments by the procedure described under Materials 
and Methods. The several thymidine samples tested showed a purity 
of 88# + 11#.
Tritium on the methyl group of thymidine should remain there 
since hydrogen bound to carbon is stable under normal conditions 
(Feinendegen, I967). In addition, the energy necessary to split 
a carbon-tritium bond is approximately 0.0 65 electron volts/molecule 
higher than that necessary to break the carbon-hydrogen bond, which 
is 3.793 electron volts (Cottrel, 1958). There has been no indica­
tion thus far that a biological tritium exchange occurs in intact, 
macro-molecular, nucleotide chains such as DNA, aside from those 
instances involving labile hydrogens, such as in interstrand hydro­
gen bonds.
The stability of tritium in DNA has been demonstrated by 
Feinendegen, et. al., 1963, indicating that tritium labeled DNA 
precursors, such as % - thymidine, may be used for permanently mark­
ing the DNA of a cell. Work in Dr. W„ R. Lee's laboratory with 
radio-autographs of %-thymidine labeled sperm cells from Drosophila 
melanogaster has indicated that, after the cells have been washed
with cold TCA or even water, label remains only in the sperm heads
3
containing the DNA. Thyraidine-methyl- H, therefore, can be used 
to specifically label DNA in Drosophila melanogaster.
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3Larvae fed on H-thymidine, according to the procedure
described under Materials and Methods, showed as much as a 5-fold 
3
variation in H uptake from feeding to feeding. It, therefore,
3
proved necessary to make separate determinations of the H disinte-
3
grations per minute (DFM) per sperm cell for each new H-thymidine 
feeding. These %  DFM/cell were then used as a means of establish­
ing the number of cells being counted in the enzymatic digests 
described under Materials and Methods,
Several determinations of the specific activity of the
14C-EMS obtained from Schwartz Bioresearch Inc, were made following
the procedure outlined under Materials and Methods, The results
gave an average value of 4,5 nC/mM + 0.2 nC/raM, which was in close
agreement with the 4,8 mC/mM quoted by Schwartz. Where the speci-
14fic activity of the C-EMS has been used to determine the number 
of alkyl groups per sperm cell DNA, the value of 4.5 mC/mM has 
been employed.
Table 1 shows the results of Experiment A in which the "CxD"
males (described under Materials and Methods) were either treated 
14with 0.12M C-EMS using vacuum injection (also described under
* 14Materials and Methods) or fed a solution of 0.025M C-EMS. The
males used in this experiment and in all succeeding experiments 
were fed as larvae on the ^H-thymidine. Each of the matings repre­
sents a sample of between 20 and 30 dissected seminal receptacles,
14Insemination in Mating-2 of the 0.12M C-EMS treatment was poor 
3 14
and no H or C counts were obtained in this mating. It might also
14be noted here that although the concentration of C-EMS fed to the 
flies was only about 1/5 that used in the vacuum injection, the
Experiment A
0.12K ^C-EMS 
Vacuum Injected
0.025M 14C-EKS 
Fed 24 Hours
Mating - 1 
Mating - 2 
Mating - 3
Mating - 1 
Mating - 2 
Mating - 3
C/^H (Acid Digests of Whole Receptacles) 
Unstored Stored
Sperm Sperm
0.290 + 0.031*
0.041 + 0.020
2.038 + 0,014 
0.869 + 0.024 
0.571 + 0.040
0.379 + 0.030
0.951 + 0.215
2,610 + 0.050 
1.425 + 0.090 
0.263 + 0.046
♦All errors are expressed as + 1 a (1 standard deviation) 
See Appendix, part B, for sample calculation of errors.
Table 1
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14-uptake of C-EMS was several times higher in the feeding method.
This again emphasizes the point made in the introduction that dosage-
response curves for chemical mutagens in biological systems will
only be exact when the dose received per cell can be determined.
Exp, A was designed to see what the effects of storing the
treated sperm would be. After the sperm cells in the receptacles
had been thoroughly washed on a Millipore filter with cold TCA, the
counts from the labeled thymidine should be proportional to the
number of sperm cells present. Thus, the ^ C / %  ratio should give
an estimate of the number of ^ C  labeled alkyl groups per sperm
cell for each of the matings. Any excision repair of alkylated
sperm DNA would be indicated by a decrease in the *^C/% ratio for
the stored sperm compared to the unstored sperm.
Washing the stored sperm with cold TCA at the end of storage
would be expected to remove any alkylated bases which had been
excised from the DNA, If alkylation occurred at random in the DNA
then, on the average, only 1/4 as much label would be removed as
label. If guanine were preferentially attacked, then even less 
3. 14■^H label would be removed as compared to C. However, as the data
shows, the ^C/^H ratio is higher in the stored sperm than in the
14unstored sperm in all cases except Mating-3 of the 0.02^1 C-EMS 
treatment.
One possible explanation for this result is that unreacted
14C-EMS molecules are transferred in the seminal fluids to the 
receptacles of the females. Snyder, 1963 and Watson, 1964 both 
found an increased frequency of translocations and sex-linked 
recessive lethals in Drosophila sperm stored for six days following
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treatment with triethylene melamine, a tri-functional alkylating 
agent. This result is suggestive of continued alkylation during 
sperm storage. Analogously, free EMS carried in the seminal fluids 
might continue to alkylate the stored sperm in the receptacles.
Free EMS in the seminal fluids might also alkylate some of the 
receptacle tissue.
No indication of a loss of ^C-ethyl groups per stored sperm 
cell is shown in the matings of Exp. A, Because of the relatively 
inert physiological state of the mature Drosophila sperm as evi­
denced by an almost complete loss of cytoplasm (Demerec, 19^5)» if 
there is repair of alkylated DNA, it would seem more likely that 
enzymes present in the egg repair the alkylated sperm DNA after 
fertilization.
Experiment B was designed, in part, to determine the fraction
14of C-alkyl groups associated with the DNA of the sperm cells. The 
males were fed a 0.0125M concentration of ^C-EMS in this experiment. 
In the case of Mating-1, a portion of the receptacles were squashed, 
fixed in formalin and stained for cytological counting. This treat­
ment was later followed by thorough washing with cold TCA, Such
% 14-thymidine and C-EMS
not bound to macromolecules precipitable with cold TCA, These
14receptacles were then used to determine both the C DPM/cell and
the DPM/cell for Kating-1.
Experiments that were performed later (Exps. D and E) using
sterile males, indicated that there could be significant amounts of 
1 14H and C label being carried in the seminal fluids, especially in 
Mating-1, which were not washed out in 3 centrifuge washings with
0.0125M ^C-EMS ^C/^H
Fed for 24 hours Pronase
Digests
Mating 1 0.775 +0.019
Mating 2 1.112 + 0.042
Mating 3 1.121 + 0.151
Mating 4 3.20 + 0.32
Experiment B
li+C/3H 
Filtrates of 
DNase Digests
0.659 + 0.041 
0.870 + 0.064 
0.436 + 0.036 
0.853 + 0.085
14C/^H (DNase) 
i^C/^H (Pronase)
0.850 + 0.074 
0.782 + 0.089 
0.389 + 0.085 
0,267 + 0.054
Table 2a
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Experiment B
Ratio of DNA Alkylated to Total 
Alkyl at ions Per Sperm Cell as a 
Function of Sperm Maturity at  
the Time of Treatment.0.80 '
0.60 •
k32
MATING-*'
(Sampling e a r l i e r  sperm c e l l  s tages  at the time of treatment— »■)
Figure 7
Experiment B
0.0125M 14C-EMS Filtrates of Alkyl Groups Per
Fed for 24 Honrs DNase Digests Sperm cell DNA
%  (dpm) l2+C (dpm)
Mating 1 15,94 + 0.54* 10.50 + 0.30 3.32 x 108 + 0.78 x
Mating 2 8.7? + 0.49 7.63 + 0.26+ 3.69 x 108 + 1.11 x
♦Mating 1 \  dpm/cell = 0.0084 + .0012
•♦Mating 2 14C dpm/cell = 0.0061 + .0010
Table 2b
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cold TCA. To cheek for the possible presence of labeled seminal 
fluids in the Pronase digest of Mating 1, Exp. B# the following 
experimental logic was used.
The number of sperm cells being sampled from the Pronase
i]i,
digest of Exp, B was calculated on the basis of the C DPM/cell 
3
and the H DPM/cell for Mating-1 noted above. The results gave
146136 + 1025 sperm cells based on the C disintegrations and
5157 + 804 sperm cells based on the disintegrations. In three
out of four experiments with the sterile males (Exps, D and E),
14the seminal fluids showed more than 2.5 times as much C label as
%  label in Mating-1. Thus, if most of the labeled seminal fluids
had not been washed from the receptacles of Mating-1, Exp, B, it
would have been expected likely to have calculated at least 2.5
14times as many sperm cells from the C disintegrations as from the
disintegrations. Since this was not the case it appears that
most of the extracellular label in the seminal fluids of Mating-1
was removed before Pronase digestion.
The number of sperm cell equivalents for the filtrate of the
DNase digest of Mating-1 was also calculated from the %  DFM/cell 
14and C DFM/cell. The re stilts gave 1930 + 359 sperm cells using
14 othe C disintegrations and 1909 + 336 sperm cells using the -'H
disintegrations. The close agreement between these two calculated
cell counts is a consequence of the complete disruption of the
receptacles during the Pronase digestion. In this digestion the
receptacles are first sonicated, then lysed with sodium lauryl
sulfate and digested with Pronase. Any seminal fluids trapped in
the receptacles would quickly be released. The thorough washing of
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the Pronase digest residue prior to DNase digestion would practi­
cally guarantee the removal of any small labeled molecules being 
carried in the seminal fluids. Any extracellular macro-molecules 
which may be alkylated in the seminal fluids will remain on the
Killipore filter after DNase digestion and contribute nothing to 
14the C disintegrations of the filtered DNA digest. The close agree-
O  1 £L
ment of the calculated cell counts using both the -il and C dis­
integrations also attests to the fact that the stained receptacles, 
which were used to initially determine the %  DFM/cell and DR If 
cell for Mating-1, had indeed been tire a ted in such a manner as to 
remove any small labeled molecules being carried in the seminal 
fluids,
Mating-2 through Mating-4 could not be checked in the same
way as Mating-1, The cytologically counted cells of Mating-2 gave
significant counts only for C, so that no comparison of the number
of calculated sperm cells present in the Pronase digest could be
o 14made, based on both -rA. and C disintegrations. No cytological 
counts were made at all for Mating-3 and Mating-4, However, these 
matings were washed as thoroughly as Mating-1 before Pronase digestion. 
In addition, the results of at least two tests with sterile males 
(Exp, D, group-1 and group-2) indicated a rapid loss of label in the 
seminal fluids of later matings. It is, therefore, probable that 
little if any labeled seminal fluids were retained in the Pronase 
digests of Mating-2 through Mating-4, The filtrates of the DNase 
digests of these matings should again be free of any activity 
associated with the seminal fluids for the reasons given above for 
Mating-1,
4 6
By taking the 14C f \  ratios for the filtrates of the DNase
14 3digests of Exp. B and dividing by the C/ H ratios of the Pronase
digests of the corresponding matings, the fraction of alkyl groups
associated with the sperm cell DNA can be calculated. As Table
2a and Figure 7 indicate, the fraction of alkyl groups associated
with DNA steadily decreases in going from Mating-1 to Mating-4.
Each successive mating is sampling progressively earlier stages of
the sperm cells at the time of treatment.
This result is in agreement with the work of Fahmy and
Fahmy, 1957 and Jenkins, 1967 which showed by genetic tests that
mature Drosophila sperm are most sensitive to the mutagenic action
of EMS whereas earlier cell stages are less sensitive. The last
two matings are primarily samples of sperm cells that were early
spermatids at the time of EMS treatment according to Fahmy and
Fahmy, 1954; 1955. Perhaps these immature sperm cells still
possessed enough enzymatic machinery at the time of treatment to
repair some of the alkylated DNA.
Table 2b of Exp, B shows the number of alkyl groups per
sperm cell DNA for Mating-1 and Mating-2 in which the or
•^C DPM/cell were calculated. Combining this information with
14the specific activity of C-EMS (4.5 irfC/mK) the number of
alkylations per sperm cell DNA could be directly calculated. (See
the Appendix, Section C for a sample calculation in determining
the number of alkylations per sperm cell DM, Also see the
Appendix, part B for a sample error calculation.) Using only
the filtrates of the DNase digests removed any uncertainty in the 
3 14H or C DPM due to possible carry-over of labeled material in the
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seminal fluids. The data indicate that there are greater than 10^ 
alkylations per sperm cell DNA in both matings.
The results of Experiment C are tabulated in Tables '3a
Inl­and 3b. In this experiment the C-EMS was administered using
vacuum injection. Two concentrations of EMS, differing by a
factor of 10, were administered to determine if the dose received
at the cell level also decreased by a factor of 10 when going from
the high (0.06 M) to the low (0.006 M) dose. Also, a check of
Exp. A was made by storing a portion of the sperm cells treated
lij,
with 0.06 M C-EMS for three weeks. The labeled sperm were 
stored in the receptacles of females kept on sugar agar during 
this three week storage period.
14 3For Exp. C, the receptacles used in compering the C/ H 
ratio for stored and unstored sperm were sonicated, lysed and 
digested with Pronase (as described under Materials and Methods) 
before samples were taken for scintillation counting. This differed 
from Exp. A, where the receptacles were digested with perchloric 
acid and hydrogen peroxide after being washed thoroughly with cold 
TCA. Again in this experiment, each sample counted represented the 
sperm content from about 20 receptacles. No comparison of the 
filtrates from the DNase digests of the stored and unstored sperm 
was possible. Sufficient DNA (as measured by %  activity) was 
recovered only in one of the Mating-2 samples of the stored sperm. 
The corresponding Mating-2 from the unstored sperm sample produced 
insufficient DNA for a measurement of the ^ C / %  ratio.
The results from the whole cell homogenates of the Pronase 
digests, tabulated in Table 3a, again show an increase in the
ratio after storage as compared to the non-stored sperm.
Experiment C
0.06M ^C-EMS 
Vacuum Injected
Mating-1
Mating-2
Table 3*
1^ /3C/ H (whole cell homogenate) 
Dnstored Stored
Sperm Sperm
0.158 + 0.006 0.261 + 0.008
0.062 + 0.005 0.103 + 0.006
£
Experiment C
0.06M i^-EKS 
Vac. In.jected
Group-1* Mating-1 
Mating-2 
Group-2+ Mating-1
Mating-2 (stored sperm)
0.006M 14C-EMS 
Vac. Injected
Group-1 Mating-1
Mating-2
Group-2 Mating-1
Mating-2
Kating-1: %  dpm/cell
Filtrates of 
DNase Digests
(dpm)(dpm)
2.24 +0.31 0.34 + 0.14
1.35 + 0.30 0.38 + 0.15
6,33 + 0.60 4.81 + 0.38
2.78 + 0,69 1.35 + 0.38
3.42 + 0,32 0,40 + 0.14
3,61 + 0.32 0.67 + 0.15
Insufficient DNA Recovered 
2.75+0.64 1,40+0.36
0.0146 + 0.001?
♦Group 1 Kating_2s 3fr dpm/cell = 0.0329 + 0.0038
Table 3b
+Group 2
Alkyl Groups Per 
Sperm cell DNA
1.34 x 108 + 0.89 x 108
5.59 x 108 + 4.10 x 108
21,0 x 108 + 6.2 x 108
4.42 x 108 + 2.33 x 105
1,03 x 10S + 0.58 x 108
3.67 x 108 + 1.57 x 108
4,64 x 108 + 3.01 x 108
Mating-1s dpm/cell = 0.0459 + 0.005^
Mating-2: dpm/cell = 0,0151 + 0.0024
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If any repair of alkylated DNA is occurring during storage it is 
being masked by other effects. As suggested for Exp. A t such 
effects might be due to continuing alkylation of the stored sperm 
cells by free EMS carried in the seminal fluids or might be the 
result of some alkylation of receptacle tissue.
Table 3b shows the number of alkylations per sperm cell DliA 
(unstored) obtained for both the 0.06 K and 0,006 M administered 
doses of C-EMS, Each concentration was administered to two 
groups of C x D males as a check for reproducibility. Each of 
the 0.06 M ^C-EMS digests represents a sample of between b0 
and 80 receptacles, while each of the 0.006 K ^C-EMS digests 
represents a sample of between 150 and 200 receptacles.
Mating-1, group-2 of the 0.06 M EMS treatment shows an
unusually large number of alkyl groups per sperm cell DNA, but
the absolute error is also quite large. It is doubtful that the
large number of alkyl groups per DNA complement obtained in this
case is significant since this high value was never found again
in any of the other experiments. In addition, the DNase filtrate
of Mating-1, group-2 of the 0.006 M ^C-EMS treatment gave no
3. 1^significant counts for "fi or C above background. The failure to 
obtain counts in this case meant that insufficient labeled DNA 
was recovered to obtain a determination of the number of alkylations 
per sperm cell DNA.
The data for both matings of group-1, shown in Table 3b, 
indicate only a very slight decrease in the number of alkylations 
per sperm cell DNA when the administered EMS concentration dropped 
from 0.06 M to 0,006 M. Mating-2, group-2 shows a slight rise in
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the number of alkyl groups per sperm cell DNA at the lower 
administered dose. However, when the errors for each determination 
are taken into account there are no significant differences in the 
number of alkylations per sperm cell DNA for the 0.06 M or 0.006 M 
administered doses.
Experiments D and E used "F x D” sterile males (described 
under Materials and Methods) to determine if any labeled materials 
were transferred in the seminal fluids of the males during mating. 
The results, shown in Tables 4 and 5» indicate that both ?H and 
*■**0 label remained associated with the dissected receptacles after 
three centrifuge washings with cold TCA. The amount of labeled 
material dropped quickly in Mating-2 and Mating-3 of Exp. D and at 
least in group-1 of Exp. E. The retention of this labeled material 
in the receptacles might have been caused by failure of the cold 
TCA to penetrate through the tightly coiled structure of the intact 
receptacles and wash out all of the labeled, low molecular weight 
materials. It is also possible that the cold TCA might have pene­
trated the receptacles and precipitated any proteinaceous, alkylated 
materials in the seminal fluids. Once precipitated, the alkylated 
materials might have been trapped inside the tightly coiled tubes 
of the receptacles.
When receptacles are squashed and stained for cytologieal 
counting and then washed with cold TCA, any unbound label appears 
to be removed. This also appears to hold in the case where recep­
tacles are dissected onto a Millipore filter and then washed 
thoroughly with cold TCA as was done in Exp, A. Perhaps the hand­
ling of the receptacles put on the filter is sufficiently rough to
Experiment D
Sterile Males Homogenated Pronase Receptacles
fed 0.025M l^C-EMS Digest of Receptacles Counted 
for 24 hours %(dpm) 1/+C(dpm)
Group-1 Nating-1 7.70 + 0,19 21.59 + 0.30 34
Mating-2 0.32 + 0.10 1.88 + 0.25 30
Mating-3 0 1.28 + 0.26 23
Group-2 Mating-1 8.07 + 0.32 10.45 + 0.28 34
Mating-2 0 1,64 + 0.26 26
Mating-3 0 0.46 + 0.26 25
Table 4
DNase Digests of Receptacles 
Receptacle Contents Counted
H^(dpin) ' ^C(dpm)
No counts above background 78
No counts above background 78
Experiment E
Sterile Males Homogenated Pronase Receptacles
Counted
for 24 hours %(dpm) C(dpm)
Group-i Mating-1 13.09 + 0.29 31.56 + 0.42 41
Mating-2 4.01 + 0.20 19.42 + 0.31 33
Group-2 Mating-1 3.65 + 0.23 11.31 + 0.37 31
Mating-2 3.57 + 0.23 10.86 + 0.29 30
Table 5
DNase Digests of Receptacles
Receptacle Contents Counted
H^Cdpm) C(dpm)
No counts above background 96
No counts above background 72
5^
cause them to rupture and allow the TCA to penetrate and wash out 
the seminal fluids more efficiently.
Since most of the experiments described under Materials and 
Methods used the centrifuge washing procedure with cold TCA, the 
Pronase digests of these experiments could not be validly used to 
determine the number of alkyl groups for the entire sperm cell.
This was because of the possibility of -'H and C label occurring 
in the seminal fluids. Only after Pronase digestion, when the digest­
ed residues of sperm cells and receptacle tissue had been washed 
thoroughly with cold TCA, could the digested materials be considered 
free of any contaminating activity from the seminal fluids. The 
filtrates following DNase digestion would contain only oligodeoxy- 
nucleotides released from the DNA by the electrophoretically 
purified DNase, Therefore, these DNase filtrates would contain 
radioactivity that was associated only with the DNA of the sperm 
cells and on this basis, the number of alkyl groups per sperm cell 
DNA could be calculated.
Experiment F, shown in Table 6, was performed as a check 
on the results of Exp, C which indicated high levels of sperm
1 ij,
alkylation when Drosophila males were treated with C-EMS concentra­
tions (via vacuum injection) as low as 0,006K.
ihIn Exp, F, doses of 0.025M and 0.008M C-EMS were fed to 
the flies instead of using the vacuum injection procedure. Two 
groups of males were fed at each concentration. In addition, two 
other groups of males were fed on a 0,00814 C-EMS solution in 
hamster blood plasma. The blood feeding was done, in part, as a 
study on the development of a tissue mediated assay system for
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Drosophila. This work has been extended and carried out by Mrs.
Pat Gee and is in the process of being published separately.
An earlier experiment performed by the author indicated that 
Drosophila males incorporate only about i/10 as much material when 
fed on a blood solution for 2k hours as when fed on a 1% sucrose 
solution for the same time period. This result was based on feeding 
the flies equal concentrations of 32po4 dissolved either in Vfa su­
crose solution or in blood. After 2k hours, the flies were assayed
for ■^2P activity and the results described above were obtained.
14Therefore, the blood feeding of 0.008M C-EMS in Exp, F was also 
useful in determining if "effective" concentrations of EMS even 
lower than 0.008M were producing high levels of DNA alkylation when 
fed for 2k hours.
Each of the filtrates from the DNase digests in Table 6 re­
presents a sampling of approximately 80 receptacles. In the 0,025 K 
feeding, the counting rate in Mating-1, group-1 was too low to 
be significant. The same was true of the %  counting rate in
14Mating-2, group-2, In the 0,008 M feeding with sucrose, the C
counting rate was too low to be meaningful in Mating-2, group-1 and
Mating-1, group-2. In all other digests, positive results were
obtained, ‘Where DNA was recovered from the DNase filtrates (as
based on •fK activity) but the C counts were not significant, an
upper limit on the number of alkylations per sperm cell DNA was
14estimated using the upper error limits on the C disintegrations 
per minute. Table 6 shows that extensive alkylation c£ the Drosophila 
sperm DNA has occurred in all of the ^C-EMS treatments used in 
Exp. F.
Experiment F
0,025^ 14C-EKS 
Fed for 24 Hours
Group 1* Mating-1
Mating-2
Group 2“ Mating-1
Mating-2
0.008M ^C-EMS 
Fed for 24 Hours
Group 1 Mating-1
Mating-2
Group 2 Mating-1
Mating-2
Filtrates of 
DNase Digests
14
H^(dpra) C(dpra)
3 3 . 1 2 + 0 . 6 1 ----+0.24
3.17 + 0.59 0.84 + 0.26
26.87 + 0.59 0.50 + 0.25
Insufficient D M  Recovered
48,86 + 0.70 
6.49 +0.58 
63.99 + 0.77
6.35 + 0.59
1.35 + 0.28
  + 0.27
  + 0.28
0.35 + 0,26
Table 6
Alkyl Groups Per
Sperm Cell DNA
$1.2 x 107 
1.27 X 108 + 0.79 X 108 
3.05 x 107 + 2.06 x 107
4,53 x 107 + 1.70 x 107 
$2.0 x 107 
$7.4 x 107 
2.63 x 107 + 2.63 x 107
VjxO'
Experiment F (Continued)
14
0.008K C-EMS Filtrates of
Fed with Blood DNase Digests
H^(dpm) ^C(dpm)
Group 1 Mating-1 58.96 + 0.78 0.46 + 0,28
Mating-2 7.15 + 0.49 2.54 + 0.23
Group 2 Mating-1 22,36 + 0,69 0.54 + 0.28
Mating-2 3.0«i- + 0.50 1.83 + 0.22
*Mating-li \  dpm/cell = 0.0280 + 0.0032 
Mating-2i \  dpm/cell * 0.0079 + 0.0012
Alkyl Groups Per
Sperm Cell DNA
128 x 10? + 0.99 x 107
1.70 x 108+ 0.31 x 108
3.97 x 107+ 2.80 x 107
2.88 x 108+ 1.45 x 108
Table 6
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Experiment G, the final experiment, was a redetermination 
of the number of alkyl groups per sperm cell DNA obtained by
iit
feeding 0,025 M and 0,008 M C-EMS, In this experiment only one 
large group was used for each feeding concentration. This way, the 
filtrate of each DNase digest should have been a sample of the 
labeled sperm contained in approximately 250 receptacles. In 
addition, "cold11, unlabeled DNA was added to the Pronase digests 
as described under Materials and Methods to reduce the possibility 
of labeled DNA being prematurely broken down by nucleases that 
might have been released by the disrupted cells. No particular 
improvement in the yield of labeled DNA was noted using this 
procedure.
The results of Exp, G are shown in Table 7 and indicate that 
there is again extensive alkylation of the sperm DNA, There is 
approximately a three-fold decrease in the number of alkyl groups 
per sperm cell DNA in Mating-1 of the 0,008 M feeding compared to 
the 0,025 M feeding. However, in Mating-2 there is only a slight 
decrease in the number of alkyl groups per sperm cell DNA going 
from the higher to the lower administered dose.
Finally, all the determinations of the number of alkylations 
per sperm cell DNA obtained in Exps, B, C, F and G have been com­
bined in Table 8 for comparative purposes.
Experiment G
0.023* 12,C-EMS 
Fed for 24 hours
Mating-1*
Mating-2+
0.008M 1\-EMS 
Fed for 24 hours
Mating-1
Mating-2
Filtrates of 
DNase Digests
%(dpm) 14,C(dpm)
28.52 + 0.46 1.05 + 0.18
4.19 + 0.52 2.08 + 0.23
37.28 + 0.45 0.40 + 0.18
7.67 + 0.55 2.38 + 0.24
♦Kating-1* %  dpm/cell = 0.0149 + 0.0018 
"*Mating-2j %  dpm/cell = 0.0065 + 0.0012
Table 7
Alkyl Groups Per
Sperm Cell DNA
3.29 x 107 + 1.14 x 107 
1.93 x 108 + 0.74 x 108
0.9& x 107 + 0.60 x 107 
1.21 x 108 + 0.42 x 108
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SUMMARY TABLE OF ALKYLATIONS PER SPERM CELL DNA.
EXP.
14C-EMS CONC. 
METHOD OF AB1IN. MATING
0.0125M-Fed with sue. 1
2
GROUP ALKYL./SPERM
NO. CELL DNA
1 3.32xl08 + 0.78x10?
1 3,69x10° + 1.11x10
0.0&! Vac.-Injected 1
2
1 1.34xl08 + 0.89x10®
1 5.59x10® + 4.10x10®
1
2
2 21.0xl08 + 6.2x10®
2 4-. 42x10® + 2.33x10°
0.006!! Vac,-Injected 1
2
1
2
1
1
2
2
1.03xl08 + 0.38x10® 
3.67x10® + 1.57x10®
4.64x10® + 3.01x10®
0.025M-Fed with sue. 1
2
1 4 1 . 2  xlO'
1 1.27x10 + 0.79x10°
1
2
2 3.05x10? + 2,06x10?
0.003M-Fed with sue. 1
2
1
2
1 4.53x107 + 1,70x107
1 ^2.0x10? ”
2 ^7.4x10
2 2.63x10? + 2.63x10?
0.0081! Fed with blood 1
2
1 1.28x10? + 0.99x10?
1 1.70x10s + 0,51x10°
1
2
2
2
3.97x10? + 2.80x10? 
2.88x108 + 1.45x10®
0.025M-Fed with sue. 1
2
0.008M-Fed with sue, 1
2
1 3.29x107 + 1.14x10?
1 1.93xl08 + 0.74x10°
1
1
0.96x10? + 0.60x10I 
1.21xl08 + 0.42x10°
DISCUSSION
The number of alkylations per sperm cell DNA, obtained from 
the filtrates of the DNase digests, all indicate extensive alkyla­
tion of the sperm DNA using administered doses of ^C-EMS ranging 
from 0.12M to O.OOfcM. (See Table 8.) The extent of alkylation 
of Drosophila sperm DNA can be determined by comparing the data 
of Table 8 with the number of nucleotides contained in a sperm cell 
as estimated from several experiments.
Rudkin, 1965,using salivary gland chromosomes, estimated 
that there was 5x10 J ft fig of DNA per locus in the X-chromosome 
of Drosophila, Using the fact that there are close to 1012 bands 
in the X-chromosome, that the X-chromosome constitutes 2/15 of the 
euchromatin of the fly genome (Lee, Sega and Alford, 1967) and 
that the average molecular weight of a nucleotide base pair is 616 
daltons, the number of nucleotides per sperm cell can be calculated
a
to be 4,^5x10 . Kurnick and Herskowitz, 1953 estimated the DNA 
content of diploid Drosophila cells to be 1.7xl0“*®mg. From this 
result the number of nucleotides per haploid sperm cell was cal-
O
culated to be 1.6x10 . Laird and McCarthy, 1969, using hybridization 
techniques estimated 7X10*® daltons as the minimum size of the
Q
Drosophila haploid genome. This is equivalent to 2.5x10 nucleotides 
per sperm cell. Rasch, Barr and Rasch, 1971, using photocytometry 
on Feulgen-stained nuclei of Drosophila, determined the molecular 
weight of the haploid genome to be close to 11x10*® daltons. This
Q
is equivalent to 3.6x10 nucleotides per sperm cell.
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It, therefore, appears that the number of nucleotides In a
Q g
Drosophila sperm is somewhere in the range of 1.6x10 to 4.5x10 
nucleotides. Using the average of this range of values for the 
number of nucleotides per sperm, the results presented in Table 8 
indicate that from Jf> to 100% of the nucleotides are being 
alkylated, assuming that no more than one alkylation occurs per 
nucleotide. It Is, of course, possible that a given nucleotide 
may be alkylated in more than one position.
The results of Exp. C shown in Table 8 indicate that concen­
trations of both 0.06M and 0.006M ^C-EMS administered by vacuum 
Injection were able to nearly saturate the DNA with alkyl groups. 
Also, a ten-fold decrease in EMS concentration had little or no 
effect on the number of alkylations per sperm cell DNA. Similarly,
Exps. F and G in Table 8 show that, except for Mating-1 of Exp. G,
14when the administered dose of C-EMS is decreased by a factor of 
3, there is no concomitant drop in the number of alkylations per 
sperm cell DNA. Even the 0.008M ^C-EMS blood feeding of Exp. F 
gave results very nearly equal to those obtained in the 0.025M 
l^C-EMS-sucrose feeding for corresponding matings in terras of 
alkylations per sperm cell DNA. This is suggestive of a nearly 
saturated system.
In general, it does not appear as though there is any consis­
tent, linear relationship between the dose received per sperm cell 
DNA and the administered concentrations of ***C-EMS used in the 
experiments presented here. Since these administered concentrations 
appear to be nearly saturating the DNA with alkyl groups, it will 
be necessary to go to much lower administered concentrations, with
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much higher specific activities of labeled EMS, in order to finally 
determine the dosage-response curve for lower levels of EMS in the 
sperm cells of Drosophila.
As described in Parts B and C of the Appendix, the experi­
mental errors presented in Table 8 involve a combination of statis­
tical counting errors for both the and disintegrations, 
liberal estimated errors for the uncertainty in the sperm cell
counts and an error in the exact value of the specific activity of 
14
the C-EMS. All of these individual errors are compounded into 
larger errors for the final calculations of the number of alkyla­
tions per sperm cell DNA. For convenience, these combined experi­
mental errors will be denoted as ©  errors. These ©  errors are the 
errors presented in Table 8. In addition to these © errors, however, 
there are other errors which arise from variations in the dose of 
EMS received by the flies in repeated experiments, using the same
concentrations of EMS and methods of administration.
14 vReferring to the 0.008M C-EMS treatments (fed with sucrose;
of Exps, F and G in Table 8, there is a larger difference in the
number of alkylations per sperm cell DNA in Mating-1, group-1 and
Mating-2, group-2 of Exp. F, compared to the corresponding matings
of Exp. G, than can be explained by the calculated errors presented
in the Table. The standard deviations between repeated measurements
of the alkylated DNA in these two experiments are + 2.53x10' and
7
+ 7.28x10 alkylations/sperm cell DNA for Matings-1 and -2, re - 
spoetively. These deviations are 2.0 and 1.9 times the corresponding 
average ©  errors for the two matings. Also, the estimated upper 
limit of the number of alkylations per sperm cell DNA for Exp. F, 
Mating-1, group-1 of the 0,0231 l**G-EMS feeding, is still less than
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0,5 times the lower limit for the number of alkylations per sperm 
cell DNA in Mating-1 of the corresponding treatment In Exp, G, 
Variations larger than could be explained from @  errors alone also 
occurred in repeated determinations of the number of alkylations
lit
per sperm cell DNA for the 0.008M C-EMS-sucrose feedings in Mating-2,
group-1, Exp. F and Mating-2, Exp. G. This same large variance also
14occurred in the 0.008M C-EMS-sucrose feedings between Mating-1, 
group-1 and Matlng-1, group-2 of Exp. F.
In comparison, genetic tests presented by Lee, Sega and 
Bishop, 1970, in which flies were fed 0.025M EMS, showed a 0.31 sex- 
linked recessive lethal frequency in 313** chromosomes tested. The 
experiment was actually the sum of 15 small experiments in which 
the average experimental error (analogous to the 0 errors described 
above) for all 15 experiments was + 0.039. On the other hand, the 
standard deviation among the repeated tests for the fraction of 
sex-linked recessive lethals was much higher, being equal to + 0.12, 
Thus the error associated with the repeatability of the sex-linked 
recessive lethal rate was close to 3 times the average error based 
on sampling probability alone. Two of the genetic tests gave 
results as low as 0.06 and 0.09 for the sex-linked recessive lethal 
frequency, compared to an average rate of 0.31* Thus, the large 
errors in repeated determinations of the number of alkylations per 
sperm cell DNA are consistent with the large errors in repeated 
genetic tests after feeding with EMS, and indicate the variability 
of the feeding method itself, as reported by Sega and Lee, 1970.
In spite of the large variations in the chemical dose 
received by the flies in repeated feedings (using the method of Lewis 
and Bacher, 1968), this method was generally used in the experiments
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presented In this dissertation for one major reason —  feeding is 
currently one of the two commonest methods for administering chemi­
cal agents to Drosophila, The other procedure commonly used is 
the micro-injection of small quantities of chemical solutions into 
the fly. However, as pointed out by Sega and Lee, 1970 micro-injection 
is even more variable than the feeding method. It was decided, there­
fore, that the least variable method of administering EMS, which 
would still allow a comparison of our results with the work of other 
experimenters, was by feeding the chemical to the flies.
The variability of the vacuum injection technique is also 
high, but slightly less than the feeding method (Sega and Lee, 1970). 
With the tracheae of the flies providing ready access to all internal 
tissues, refinements in the vacuum injection technique which would 
allow treatment of the flies with a chemical agent solely in a 
gaseous state offers, perhaps, the best way of substantially lower­
ing the variability in repeated treatments with chemical agents.
It is not possible to say where the alkylations are occurring 
in the DNA of Drosophila sperm. However, Reiner and Zamenhof, 1957 
and Stacey, et, al., 1958 found that the alkylating agents they 
studied could react strongly with the phosphate groups of nucleic 
acids. The phosphate triester thus formed is unstable and usually 
hydrolyzes to return to the free alkyl group. The triester may 
also undergo a rearrangement to alkylate the atom of guanine 
according to Alexander, et. al., 1961. In the case of EMS, however, 
Alexander and his group found that the presumed trlester formed 
between it and DNA phosphate was usually stable and did not undergo 
rapid transalkylation as do the triesters of other alkylating agents,
6 6
including MMS. On the other hand, Lawley, 1966 claims that phospho- 
triester formation is not a significant reaction even under condi­
tions yielding a high extent of alkylation.
In spite of the large number of alkylations per sperm cell 
DNA, the number of mutations produced in Drosophila by these alky­
lations is relatively small. For example, a test of 323 X-chromosomes 
from males treated with 10 fil of 0.12M, non-labeled EMS, using the 
vacuum injection procedure, gave 4-2$ sex-linked recessive lethals 
in the F-2 generation (Sega and Lee, 1970), Alderson, 1965 fed both
0.01M and 0.03M EMS solutions to male flies for 24 hours and obtained 
41.5$ and 46.0$ sex-linked recessive lethals, respectively.
As mentioned earlier, Lee, Sega and Bishop, 1970 reported a 
31$ sex-linked recessive lethal frequency after feeding Drosophila 
males a 0.025M solution of EMS for 24- hours. Epler, 1966 reported 
that abdominal injections of Drosophila males with 0.5 Ml ot EMS 
solutions produced 15.8$ and 27.6$ sex-linked recessive lethals 
with EMS concentrations of 0.02M and 0.04M, respectively, Fahmy 
and Fahmy, 1958 used abdominal injections of 0,2 pi of 0.015M EMS 
and obtained 15$ sex-linked recessive lethals in the F-2. Jenkins, 
1968 found that there was less than a 25$ decrease in the total 
progeny produced per male for Mating-1 and Mating-2 following 
treatment with 0.05M EMS solutions. This result indicates that 
sex-linked recessive lethal frequencies should not be significantly 
affected by germinal selection in the first two matings following 
treatment with EMS.
The relatively small percentage of sex-linked lethals Induced 
in Drosophila by EMS, roughly 1 lethal per 10? alkylations on the
6?
X-chromosome euchromatin, oould be explained in one or more of 
the following waysi i. The prooess of DNA transcription is rela­
tively insensitive to the presenoe of ethylated bases. 2. The 
phosphate groups of the DNA baokbone are being extensively alkylated 
with little genetic consequenees in terms of lethals produced.
3. Only when a series of alkylated bases or alkylated phosphates 
occur in the right spatial arrangement would there be any genetic 
damage to the DNA. 4, Only when certain sensitive sites in the 
DNA are alkylated would a mutation arise. Such sites might be the 
0-6 position of guanine and the N^ position of adenine, for example.
5. It may take a certain combination of alkylations in the same 
nucleotide to cause a mutation, 6. There may be a very rapid 
repair of the highly alkylated sperm DNA once it has penetrated into 
the egg, using repair enzymes contained in the egg. However, most 
of the alkylated DNA could not be removed by excision-repair 
mechanisms because only oligodeoxynucleotides would probably be left.
The above discussion has described the high levels of DNA 
alkylation of Drosophila sperm and the relatively low levels of 
sex-linked recessive lethals produced by EMS, When combined with 
the fact that the author has determined a high probability (ranging 
from 0.49 to 0.66, with the best fit to the data for a probability 
of 0.58) for a mutational event occurring at each cleavage division 
in the Drosophila embryo, in order to explain the percentage mosai­
cism of partially yellow, mutant flies obtained by treatment of the 
male parents with EMS (Lee, Sega and Bishop, 1970. Also refer to 
the Introduction and the Appendix, Part D.), some new mechanisms 
for the mutagenic action of EMS need to be suggested.
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Previously, L&wley and Brookes, 1961 hypothesized that, since 
the Nr, position of guanine was the DNA site most frequently alkylated 
by EMS, transition mutations could occur fcjy unusual base pairing of 
the alkylated guanine. The probability for a base mispairing to 
occur during DNA duplication was considered to be low for each of 
the alkylated guanines. In light of the above results, this hypothe­
sis no longer seems tenable, since most DNA alkylations produced by 
EMS treatment of Drosophila sperm do not lead to mutations, based 
on the sex-linked recessive lethal rates; yet when mutations are 
produced by EMS treatment, there is a high probability of the muta­
tional event recurring in successive cleavage divisions of the 
developing Drosophila embryo, as based on the author's analysis of 
yellow mosaics produced by EMS treatment (Lee, Sega and Bishop, 1970).
The author suggests that the mutagenic action of EMS is the 
result of some rare chemical event. A DNA site only rarely alkyla­
ted may be the cause of a mutation, (See point 4 discussed above.) 
Alternatively, several alkylations within the same nucleotide may 
be required for a mutational event to occur or several neighboring 
nucleotides (either in the same or in opposite strands) might have 
to be alkylated to produce the mutation. (See points 3 and 5 dis­
cussed above.) Whatever this rare chemical event might be, once 
it has occurred, the probability of a subsequent mutation must be 
quite high, based on the author's mosaic analysis cited above.
In contrast to Drosophila, the mouse has been shown to be 
less susceptible to alkylation of sperm cell DNA by EMS. This may, 
in part, be due to the fact that Drosophila can survive higher 
administered doses of EMS than can the mouse. Gumming, 1970 has
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reported that a maximum EMS dose of 200 mg/kg, administered by 
intraperitoneal injection (approximately equivalent to injecting 
0,1 ft 1 of a 0.02M EMS solution Into the abdomen of a 1 mg fly), 
resulted in 0,39 ethylations per 1000 nucleotides in mouse sperm.
In comparison, the ethylations per 1000 nucleotides in Drosophila 
sperm, as determined from the experiments presented here, never 
fell below 33 ethylations/1000 nucleotides and were usually more 
than 100 ethylations/1000 nucleotides. (Based on an average value
Q
of 3x10° nucleotides per sperm cell DM.)
Cumming, 1970 also reported that with an administered EMS 
dose of 200 mg/kg there was a 0.05% specific locus mutation fre­
quency in the mouse. As noted above, this dose would correspond 
approximately to a 0.1 pi injection of 0.02M EMS in Drosophila, 
Jenkins, 1967, using twice this volume but the same concentration 
and method of administration, found a 0.49% mutation frequency at 
the dumpy locus. Also, Lee, Sega and Bishop, 1970, feeding approx­
imately the same concentration of ©IS to Drosophila, found a 0.23% 
mutation frequency at the yellow locus and a 0.43% mutation frequency 
at the white eye locus. As indicated from the experiments presented 
here, such administered concentrations of ©IS should result in ex­
tensive ethylations of the sperm D M  of Drosophila ( ^33 ethylations/ 
1000 nucleotides).
Linear extrapolation of a dosage-response curve for the mouse 
up to the level of alkylation found in Drosophila sperm D M  ( >33 
ethylations/I000 nucleotides), would yield nearly a 5% or higher 
specific locus mutation frequency in the mouse. However, such a 
high mutation rate would seem rather unlikely. As in many biological
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systems, there Is probably a sigmoid curve relating the extent of 
DNA alkylation and the mutagenio response to the alkylation. At 
the relatively low number of DNA alkylations in the mouse the 
mutagenic response may likely be located near the flat bottom of 
the curve, while with the much higher number of DNA alkylations in 
Drosophila the mutagenic response is more likely located near the 
top plateau region of this sigmoid curve.
At this stage then, nothing definitive can be said about 
the relative mutagenicity of EMS in the mouse and in Drosophila. 
However, approximately equivalent administered doses of EMS in 
the mouse and in Drosophila gave much fewer ethylations in the 
sperm cell DNA of the former than in the latter. Cumming and 
Walton, 1971 have presented evidence that the mouse liver and kid­
ney can be important in protecting against alkylation by EMS. In 
addition, it is possible that the mouse is more efficient in re­
pairing alkylated sperm DNA than is Drosophila. However, it is 
also possible that with the high numbers of DNA alkylations per 
sperm cell in Drosophila, repair enzymes are being overloaded with 
damaged sites to be repaired and, therefore, do not act at maximum 
efficiency.
An unanticipated result occurred in all of the DNase 
digests where Matlng-1 and Mating-2 from the same group of treated 
flies could be compared. There was a consistent increase in the 
number of DNA alkylations per sperm cell for Mating-2 compared to 
Mating-1, The Increase can be seen in the results presented in 
Table 8, This result is in agreement with genetic tests reported 
by Jenkins, 1967* After feeding or injecting 0.02M EMS and then
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mating the treated male flies to fresh females every two days, he 
found a slight increase in the frequency of dumpy mutations in the 
second mating over that in the first.
It is possible that the EMS needs time to penetrate through 
the tissues of the fly before it reaches the sperm cells and 
penetrates through them to the DNA. It may also be that the EMS 
can more easily penetrate to the DNA of sperm cells that were not 
quite mature at the time of treatment. These cells could have lost 
all ability to repair alkylated DNA but still have been more 
permeable to EMS than fully mature sperm.
The results of the experiments presented here indicate the 
value of being able to determine on a quantitative basis the amount 
of chemical mutagen penetrating a specialized cell or tissue. The 
results also show the need to improve the methods of administering 
chemical agents. The widely used feeding method of Lewis and 
Bacher, 1968 which was generally used in the experiments presented 
here, often showed large variances in the chemical dose received 
per fly. Treating Drosophila melanogaster with EMS in a model test 
system has shown how comparative mutagenesis with other genetically 
well studied organisms, such as the mouse, may be put on a firmer 
foundation.
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
1. EMS was found to alkylate extensively the sperm DNA of 
Drosophila melanogaster in vivo. This alkylation has ranged from 
33 alkylations per 1000 nucleotides to almost complete saturation 
of the sperm DNA (approximately 3x10® nucleotides), assuming one 
alkylation per nucleotide.
2. This treated DNA appears to be relatively free of muta­
tions considering the large number of alkylations.
3. Mutations produced by EMS in Drosophila are hypothesized 
to be caused either by rare, single alkylations of sites in the DNA 
not usually alkylated or by rare combinations of multiple alkylations.
4-. No repair of alkylated sperm DNA has been detected from 
sperm stored in females. Other effects, though, could be prevent­
ing the detection of such repair.
5. The seminal fluids of Drosophila males can carry some
1 Jlof the label associated with C-EMS. Either the seminal fluids 
are themselves alkylated or some unreacted EMS is being carried in 
the fluids. The ejaculates from the first mating are most affected. 
It is possible that unreacted EMS transferred in the seminal fluids 
may continue to alkylate sperm cells stored in receptacles.
6. There appears to be a decrease in the fraction of 
alkylations associated with sperm cell DNA (relative to the entire
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sperm cell) as sperm cells that were Immature spermatids at the 
time of treatment are sampled.
7. An increase in the absolute number of sperm cell DNA 
alkylations in Mating-2 over that in Mating-1 is indicated.
3. At approximately equivalent administered doses of EMS, 
the sperm DNA of Drosophila is alkylated around 2 orders of magni­
tude more than the mouse.
9. Quantitative measurements of the amount of a chemical 
mutagen, such as EMS, penetrating the germ cells of genetically well 
studied organisms, such as Drosophila, and affecting the DNA are 
important for a number of reasons.
a. Different methods of administration of the same concen­
tration of a mutagen can change the dose received per cell.
b. Biological dosage-response curves for chemically induced 
mutations can only be validly used when the dose of 
mutagen received by the germ line can be accurately 
established.
c. Comparative mutagenesis between different genetic test 
organisms such as Drosophila and the mouse can only be 
meaningful when the amount of chemical mutagen affecting 
the germ line DNA of both organisms can be established 
on a "per nucleotide" basis.
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APPENDIX
PART A
DOUBLE LABEL COUNTING TECHNIQUES
When two isotopes such as %  and are to be counted 
together in the same scintillation vial, certain corrections need 
to be made to obtain the correct disintegrations per minute for 
each isotope present. Not only must the efficiency of counting 
each isotope in the liquid scintillation system be determined, but
•a  1 / l  1 4
also the -TI counts being recorded in the C channel and the C
counts being recorded in the channel must be determined and
subtracted. Figure 8 shows the energy spectra for the (3 particles
1 4
emitted by -H and C and the vertical lines represent the limits
of the two spectra being counted In the two channels of the liquid
scintillation counter.
The vertically shaded area in channel A represents the 1/+C
counts being counted in the channel and the horizontally shaded
area in Channel B represents the %  counts being recorded in the
C channel. Let symbolize the ratio of counts counted in
3
Ch. B to those in Ch. A for H only, and let Oq symbolize the
14 14
ratio of C counts counted in Ch. A to those in Ch. B for C only.
Also let Njj be the total counting rate in Ch. A and let be the
background counting rate in Ch. A. Let Nq be the total counting
rate in Ch. B and let Bc be the background counts in Ch. B. Finally,
let the true %  counting rate be denoted by N^ and let the
14
true C counting rate be denoted by NQ_^rue« Then the following
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equations can be obtained to find the true %  and counting 
rates.
NH-true = (Nh - BH) “ ac NC-true
2* NC-true = <% ~ V  ” aH %-true
Substituting Nc->^ rue from equation 2 into equation 1 gives;
3* %-true = < %  “ %) * °C [C«C " " aHNH-true]
%-true (1 “ aH a<P = ^ %  " %^ “ aC^% “
%-true = ( %  “ %) “ aC^KC “ BC>
1 “ aH aC
And in the same manner N^^rue isi
5- %-true = <%  - V  ~ gH(% - %)
1 “ aH aC
Once the true %  and counts are determined the number of dis­
integrations of each isotope per unit time can be determined by 
dividing by the efficiency of counting in each channel. The count­
ing efficiencies and the channel-shift constants, and a q can all
*J liL
be determined by adding an H standard and C standard to the 
scintillation vials, one standard at a time.
APPENDIX
PART B
SAMPLE CALCULATION OF ERRORS
In counting radioactive samples with counting rates less 
than several times the background, the counting error was deter­
mined by use or the following formula* (See Wang and Willis, 
1965, pg. 189).
a s =
r + r, 
_g o
t\J 6
Here a is the standard deviation of the net sample counting rate, 
r is the gross counting rate, t is the total time for gross 
counting, rfa is the background counting rate and tfe is the total 
time for background counting. To reduce this error as much as 
possible a U  sample vials were usually counted for 1000 minutes or 
more.
As a sample calculation, the error determination in the
14 3 14C/ H ratio for the 0,12M C-EMS treated, unstored sperm of Kating-1,
Experiment A, will be presented here.
•^ H Channel 
r^( cptn) t^(min) rb(cpm) t^(min)
28.64 900 23.36 1800
14,C Channel
r^(cpm) t^(min) r^(cpm) t^(min) 
25.31 900 22.37 1800
Counting efficiency = 53$ 
aQ = 0.613
*Refer to Part A of the Appendix for the designations of and a^.
Counting efficiency = 18$
* a R = 0.0062
(%) =
\i
28.64 + 23.36 _ + 0 Z^1 
900 1800
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The relative counting error for H then becomest
o +.0.21 CFM
H) Relative =
= + 4 .0?.
14For the C channeli
<r(l2,,C) = --5,3-1 + — ■*3-7 = + 0.20 CFM 
900 1800 “
The relative counting error for C then becomesi
^(^C) Relative = ± 0.20 CFM
(25.31-22.37)CFK
= + 6.8*
3 1h
Next, the average CFM's for the H and C contained in the 
sample are determined by correcting for the counting shifts of each 
isotope into the channel counting the other isotope. (See Appendix, 
Part A.) These corrected counting rates are then divided by the 
counting efficiencies to obtain the DFM and DPM,
3H(DFM) = (28.6*4- - 23.36) - 0.613(25.31 - 22.37) /.Q - 19.39 DEM 
-i' - (o.613TTo.6o62)---------------V * 18
ltfC(DPM) = (25.31 - 22.37) - 0.0062(28.6*4- - 23.36) / L  = 5.62 DEM
 i ' -  (0.6137(0.006^-------------------------J''5 3
Finally, in determining the first order error in a product
or quotient, the relative errors are added. (Buckingham, 1957 and
Khabaza, 1965.)
... 3 5.62DFM + 6.?
APPENDIX
PART C
DETERMINATION OF ALKYLATIONS PER SPERM CELL DNA
A sample calculation is presented here in determining the
absolute number of alkylations per sperm cell DNA along with the
associated errors. The calculation is done for Mating-1 of the 
12j,
0.012M C-EMS feeding in Experiment B.
1. Determination of PPM/cell
There were 20^7 sperm cells counted cytologically. All of the 
errors in the cytological counts of sperm cells were estimated at 
+ 10$. The first step is to determine the %  DPM for these 20^7
sperm cells along with the associated error.
3
 ^   H Channel _____
*rg(cpm) tg(min) rb(cpm) t^tmin)
38.1 600 30.9 1100 
Counting efficiency = 16.9$
♦Refer to the Appendix, Part B for the designation of these symbols,
*’(3h) = J l i 51  +  $ 3£ = ±  0-30 0 M
o(-^ H) Relative = ± 0,30 CFM = + 4.2$
(38.1-30.9)CFM
Since the cytologically counted cells in Experiment B were labeled 
with both thymidine and ^ C-EMS, the counts from the above 
data need to be corrected for the counts shifted into the %  
channel, according to the procedure in Part A of the Appendix, After 
this is done a correction is made for counting efficiency. When
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those corrections are made, the final %  disintegration rate 
becomesi
3h (d p m ) a 17.10 d i m + 4.2$
3
The next step is to determine the H disintegration rate per 
sperm cell.
% ( DH«1)/cell = 17.10 p m  + 4.2$
2.o47 cells + 105&
-^ H(Dm)/cell = 0.00835 DPM/cell + 14.2$*
*(This error is obtained by using the additive property for the 
relative errors of a quotient. See Buckingham, 1957 and Khabaza, 
1965.)
2. Determination of the D m  and D m  in the DNase 
Digest
3H Channel 
rg(cpra) tg(rain) rb(cpm) t^min)
35.12 950 27.27 950
Counting efficiency = 39$ 
ci ~ 0.086
35.12 A 27.27 . ___
q^0 ocn = + 0.21
14C Channel 
r (cpm) t (min) rb(cpm) ^(min)
g
34.66
g 
950 26.84 950
Counting efficiency = 69.3$
ac = 0.221
a(3H) =, “950" = - a(14C) = + 2£-§f>, = + 0.21 950 950
<y(3H) Relative = + 0.21/(35.12-27.27) a(l4C) Relative = + 0.21/
(34.6^26.84)
= + 2.7$ = + 2.7$
The true %  and ^C CRis are then determined by correcting for the
14 3shift of C cotints into the H channel and vice versa, as
described in the Appendix, Part A. Finally, the D m  for each channel
is determined by correcting for the counting efficiency in each
channel. The results givet
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3H(DFM) = 15*94 DFM + 2.7%
14C(DFM) = 10.50 DFM + 2.7%
3* Determination of Sperm Cell DNA Equivalents in the 
DNase Digest
The %  DFM of the DNase digest, divided by the calculated 3H DFM/
cell, determines the number of sperm cell DNA equivalents.
Sperm cell DNA equivalents = 15.94 DFM + 2.755
0.00&35 DFM/cell + 14,235
Sperm cell DNA equivalents = 1909 cells + 456 cells (or
+ 16.9$)
14„
4. Determination of Alkylations per Sperm Cell DNA 
The ,L‘rC DEM of the filtered DNase digest, combined with the number 
of sperm cell DNA equivalents and the specific activity of the 
1^0-EMS, determines the alkylations per sperm cell DNA.
alkylations/sperm cell DNA = 10.50 DFM + 2,7%
1909 cells + 16,9%
molecules
X 6.02 x 1020 mK__________
(4.5 + 0.18 mC; x 2.22xlo9DPM
tm m. -7T-
alkylations/sperm cell DNA = 3*32x10® alkylations + 23.6%
sperm cell DNA
or
3*32x10® + 0.78x10® alkylations 
” sperm cell DNA
The additive property of relative errors of products and quotients
is again used to determine the final error.
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Gary Andrew Sega was born in Cleveland, Ohio on March 23,
19^1• He attended Case Institute of Technology in Cleveland from 
1959 to 1963. Upon graduating with a B.S. in Physics he worked 
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R ep rin te d  from  th e  Proceedings of the National Academy ok Sciences 
Vol. 58, N o . 4, p p . 1472-1479. O ctober, 1957.
M U T A T IO N S  PRODUCED B Y  T R A N SM U T A T IO N  OF PH O SPH O R U S-32 
TO SU LF U R -32 W IT H IN  DROSOPHILA D N A *
By W illiam  R. L ee,! Gary A. Sega, and C arolyn F. A lford
DEPARTMENT O F ZOOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS, AUSTIN
Communicated by Wilson S. Slone, August 11,1967
This report concerns the genetic effect resulting from transmutation of phos­
phorus-32 to sulfur-32 within the DNA molecules of Drosophila melanogaster 
spermatozoa stored in females. In a previous publication1 we showed that the 
mutagenic effect of beta radiation accompanying transmutation could be separated 
from a possible transmutation effect by storing labeled spermatozoa in unlabeled 
females. This procedure avoids the difficulty encountered previously in Drosophila2 
and plants3 of correcting for the mutagenic effect that beta radiation from surround­
ing tissue has on developing germ cells which change considerably in radiation 
sensitivity during development. In our previous experiment1 we found no muta­
genic effect of transmutation that could be detected by genetic test in the Fi and 
F2 generations. The results reported herein confirm the previous experiment in 
that there was no significant increase in the mutation rate that could be attributed 
to transmutation when tests were conducted in the first two generations following 
treatment. However, by extending the experiment for an additional generation, 
a significant increase of sex-linked recessive lethals detected in the F3 generation 
was observed and was attributed to transmutation of P32 to S32.
The conventional test for sex-linked recessive lethals in the F2 (Muller-5) was 
not designed to be extended to the F3 and required the laborious collecting of 
virgins in the F2 generation in order to permit retesting F3 lethals. In this experi­
ment the mating scheme, based on an unpublished scheme of H. J. Muller, produces 
sterile males in the Fi and F2 generations so that females are automatically virgin, 
as well as having other features desirable for testing lethals in successive genera­
tions. We have retained the treated chromosome and arrangement of heterozygous 
inversions used in Muller’s scheme but changed markers on the “balancing” 
chromosomes in order to improve viability.
An increase in lethals detected by the absence of males with the treated chromo­
some in the F3 when they were present in the F2 is generally attributed to mosaic 
germinal tissue in the Fi female.4’5 As reported in a recent paper,6 among F x 
embryos mosaic for a sex-linked recessive lethal, the germ line could be complete 
for the normal allele, mosaic, or complete for the lethal allele with the probability 
for each of these three types of Fi female germ lines depending upon the frequency 
of mutant nuclei in the embryo. If the Fx embryo has 25 per cent or more of its 
nuclei carrying a lethal mutation and only one F2 female per Fx female is tested, 
most of the detected sex-linked lethals will be observed by absence of males with 
the treated chromosome in the F2.6 In contrast, if only a small fraction of the F x 
embryonic nuclei carries the sex-linked lethal mutation, then a significant increase 
in the mutation rate will be expected only by extending the test to the Fa, as re­
ported herein for lethals induced by transmutation of P32 to S32.
Materials and Methods.—Media containing P32 were prepared by adding 200 /ic of P32 as a 
0.2-ml solution (pH 5-0) of NaH2P320( and Na2HP320 4 (obtained from E. R. Squibb and Sons)
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to 50 ml of standard cornmenl media in a pint milk bottle and thoroughly mixed. After cooling, 
the media were sprayed with live yeast and kept overnight before use. Parents that produced 
only male progeny were allowed to oviposit on the media for 4 hr and then discarded into a waste 
container for radioactive materials. The male larvae developing in the P32 media were allowed 
to feed until the middle of their third instar (92-96 hr after egg laying at 25 =b 1°C), when they 
were removed by floating them in Karo syrup, washed free of surface P32 in an apparatus designed 
for safe handling of this radioisotope, and transferred to nonlabeled media where they fed about 
12 hr before the crawling period. This brief feeding on nonlabeled media before pupation was 
beneficial in removing much of the P32 from the gut of the larvae and thus reducing the amount 
of beta radiation during the sensitive spermatid stage of spermatogenesis; yet it did not reduce 
the amount of P32 incorporated into the sperm cell, as the last period of DNA synthesis for most 
of the cells transferred immediately after eclosion was during the first half of the third instar. 
Ten pupae were removed from each bottle and placed under a GM tube for measuring their 
radioactivity as a check on variation among pupae. Males that eclosed 9 days after egg laying 
were collected as virgins because they had no sisters, and were allowed to age 1 day before mating. 
Males were mated individually to three virgin females for 24 hr and then discarded. The sperm 
cells transferred during this 24-hr period should have been uniformly labeled with P32, as several 
division cycles should have occurred in the presence of P32 prior to spermatogenesis. A separate 
record was kept of the progeny of each male.
Before mating, the males from each bottle were divided into two groups: (1) one third were
mated individually to females on cornmeal media during which time the females laid eggs on the 
media. After 24 hr the parents were discarded and the eggs laid were kept as group 1 progeny; 
(2) two thirds of the males from each bottle were mated to females that had been on sugar agar 
since emergence. Under these conditions copulation occurred but egg laying did not. After 
24 hr the males were discarded and the females stored on fresh sugar agar media at 18°C for 3 
weeks. Females were then transferred to fresh cornmeul media (to induce egg laying) every 
2 days until three successive broods had been produced. These three broods collectively were 
called group 2. Most of the progeny were produced in the first two broods; consequently, 24 
days were taken as the mean length of time of storage of labeled spermatozoa in the unlabeled 
females of group 2. Because of the kinetics of P32 decay, a difference of two days 24 days after 
labeling was only 5% of the disintegrations per cell during storage.
Genetic tests for mutations: The same genetic tests were applied to groups 1 and 2 progenies 
with the difference between groups 1 and 2 being the object of the experiment.
The following six stocks were used in this experiment:
Stock
A bb-Y^/X-Y8, In(l )EN, f and bb-Y^/y ct" f. =
B y+bb+sc81YL/X>Ys, In(l) dl-49, lJIy8 v f B and y+bb+scSlYL/y  f bb- : =
C In(l) dl-49, y sc v g f 
. D y+bb+sc81YL/X-Ys, In(l) dl-49, P ‘y8 v f B/In(l) sc«, 1* B 
E YS/X-YS In(l) dl-49, v g B and Ys/y  f bb~: =
F Y8/X*YL, In(l) dl-49, v f B and Y8/y  f bb": =
* U n lo ca ted  le th a l in d u ced  in  th is  chrom osom e b y  X  rays .
Males of stock A were crossed with females from stock B, and the resulting progeny were males 
only, as the females died of a bobbed deficiency. The mate progeny were reared on the previously 
described media containing P32. Males of stock C were crossed with females of stock D, a cross 
that produced automatically virgin females as no males survived. Nonforked, heterozygous 
Bar-eyed females with normal body and eye color from cross C X D were selected to cross with 
the treated males of cross A X B to produce the first generation of progeny (Fi) following treat­
ment. Fi males had normal body color because of the dominant allele of yellow (y+) on their 
free YL chromosome; however, loss of either the X or YL paternal chromosome produced an 
Fi male with yellow body color that was easy to detect. Nondisjunction in the mother was
distinguishable from loss of a paternal X or Y1- chromosome because the latter produced orange­
eyed males due to the epistasis of vermilion and garnet whereas the former produced males of 
normal eye color. Partial loss of the marked Y chromosome produced a mosaic Fi male, while 
partial loss of the paternal X produced a gynandromorph. Fi females were automatically virgin
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because their brothers were sterile for lack of the short arm of the Y. Non-Bar, forked Fi females 
were selected and crossed one female per vial to stook E males for a sex-linked recessive lethal 
test. The absence of males with normal eye and body color in the F2 generation was scored as 
a potential lethal. All potential lethals were retested by crossing normal eye-colored, hetero­
zygous Bar-eye females to stock F males. The criteria for a lethal were (1) that the treated 
chromosome (In(l)E N , f ‘Ya) was carried through at least two generations without producing 
a forked male; and (2) that in both generations there were at least 12 males with the alternate 
(balancing) X chromosome. If condition (2) was not met, the stock was carried for additional 
generations until either condition (2) was met or a forked male was produced. We consider 
a rigid test of lethality necessary to prevent confusing detrimentals with lethals in succeeding 
generations.
If an F2 culture was nonlethal, a single, normal eye-colored, heterozygous Bar-eyed female 
was crossed in a vial to stock F males while her sibs were stored in another vial, and the two vials 
were banded together. All F2 females were automatically virgin because their brothers were 
sterile for lack of the Y1*. When a potential lethal was observed in the F2 test vial, it was re­
tested with the same criteria applied to F3 lethals as were used for F2 lethals. This mating 
scheme could be indefinitely extended with the treated chromosome always carried in the heter­
ozygous female, while the balancing X chromosomes alternated from male to female with each 
generation so that nondisjunction could be readily distinguished from lethals.
Dosimetry: The amount of PM per sperm cell was determined as previously reported,1 methods 
which consisted of dissecting the seminal receptacle from females and counting microscopically 
the number of sperm cells. About 1,000 sperm cells from 3 to 5 females were washed with 5%  
trichloroacetic acid at 4°C on to a Millipore filter (HA 0.45 /j), placed in a vial with 10 ml of fluor 
(5 gm phenylbiphenyloxadiazole-l,3,4[PBD]; 0.1 gm l,4-bis[2-(4-methyl-5-phenyloxazolyl)] 
benzene [dimethyl-POPOPJ; and 500 ml toluene), and counted for at least 500 min in an Ansitron, 
teletype model-33, liquid scintillation spectrometer. At various times in the counting process 
a blank was counted for background and a Cl38 standard was counted to see if any drifting occurred. 
No significant drift was detected.
To determine the proportion of P3! incorporated into DNA, sperm cells were double-labeled, 
lysed with sodium lauryl sulfate, and digested with Pronase according to the methods of Thomas, 
Berns, and Kelly* for isolating DNA with high molecular weight from thymus nuclei. The 
Pronase was obtained from Caibiochem, Los Angeles, California. Deoxyribonuclease digestion 
proceeded at 37° C for 18 hr according to the method of Kunitz.8 The deoxyribonuclease, obtained 
from Worthington Biochemical, Freehold, New Jersey, was electrophoretically purified to remove 
ribonuclease activity. Finger contact with equipment that came in contact with the cell digest 
was cautiously avoided to prevent contamination with ribonuclease. One-half milliliter of 
digests and filtrates was added to 10 ml of “Bray’s" fluor for counting in the liquid scintillation 
spectrometer. Counting was done in two channels: the first was set to maximize the efficiency 
of H3 counting, and the second was set over a relatively narrow range of the peak energy of P31 
with the lower discriminator well above the maximum energy of the H3 beta particle so as to 
reduce background and facilitate counting of double-labeled sampleB. Counting efficiency 
corrected for quenching was determined by placing an internal standard in each sample. Certified 
standards of P33 in 0.01 N  H1PO4 solution and toluene-H3 were obtained from New England 
Nuclear Corp., Boston, Mass.
Results—Dosimetry: The average number of P3'-’ atoms that underwent decay 
in the spermatozoa during storage was computed as follows: The disintegrations 
per 100 minutes per cell 10 days after the initiation of labeling (the beginning of 
storage) and 34 days after the initiation of labeling (the end of storage) were 
calculated from the P32 decay constant, sample counts per 100 minutes, back­
ground count, and efficiency of the scintillation counter. The number of P32 
atoms per cell (N ) on the 10th day and 34th day was estimated with the formula 
N \  =  —AN/At, reduced for this experiment to N  =  A N (297) where AN  equaled 
disintegrations per 100 minutes per cell. The difference between the number of 
P32 atoms remaining at 10 days and those remaining at 34 days was taken as the
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number of radioactive disintegrations per sperm cell during the period of storage 
in the unlabeled female.
Fourteen independent determinations of the number of disintegrations per 
sperm cell were made with an average of 107 disintegrations per cell during the 
24-day storage period. The variance among the 14 samples was used to calculate 
confidence limits because, in addition to the statistical counting errors, it included 
errors in technique, and the variance among males in incorporating P32. With 
95 per cent confidence limits it was calculated that there was an average of 107 ±  38 
disintegrations per sperm cell during storage.
Calculation from the number of disintegrations per minute of the semen trans­
ferred to the female showed that there were 4.5 X 10-7 nc of P32 in the seminal 
receptacle of each female at the beginning of storage. This was only 30 per cent 
of the amount of P32 we were able to incorporate by using pulse labeling in our 
previous" experiment.1 In this previous experiment the dose of beta radiation 
received by the sperm cells during storage was only 10 rads, if the geometry giving 
the maximum dose was assumed; therefore, the beta radiation received by the 
sperm cells in the experiment reported here was too low to be detected by our 
genetic test.
To determine the average number of P32 disintegrations per X  chromosome 
euchromatin during storage of the labeled sperm in females, it was necessary to 
determine the proportion of P32 within the sperm cell incorporated into DNA. 
Males from one bottle, not used in the genetic analysis, were double-labeled by 
flooding the P32-containing media with 500 /ic of H3-thymidine. The seminal 
vesicles from about 100 males were dissected out and the sperm cells washed free 
of surrounding tissue by being centrifuged three times in 5 per cent trichloroacetic 
acid at 4°C. The cells were then lysed and digested with Pronase as described in 
Methods. Samples were taken from this whole-cell homogenate and counted in a 
liquid scintillation .counter as described in Methods. The ratio of P32 to H3 in the 
whole-cell homogenate was determined to be 1.72. We assumed that all the H3 
remaining in the sperm cells after three washings with cold trichloroacetic acid was 
incorporated into DNA; therefore, the ratio 1.72 was the ratio of P 32 in the entire 
sperm cell to H3 incorporated into DNA. Samples of the whole-cell homogenate 
were filtered through a Millipore filter until the filtrate did not contain any trace 
of radioactivity. The residue on the Millipore filter (primarily high-molecular- 
weight DNA and some RNA) was then digested with deoxyribonuclease as de­
scribed in the methods, and the digest filtered through a second Millipore filter. 
The resulting filtrate should contain oligodeoxynucleotides from DNA. The ratio 
of P32 to H3 for the oligodeoxynucleotides was now reduced to 0.285 which we took 
as the ratio of P32 to H3 within the original DNA molecule. Therefore, the propor­
tion of P32 within the sperm cell incorporated into D N A was (0.285/ 1.72) 0.166. 
Two fifteenths of the D N A in a sperm cell was assumed to be in the X  chromosome 
euchromatin;1 therefore, the average number of disintegrations per X  chromosome 
euchromatin during storage of the labeled sperm cells is 2.4 =fc 0.9.
Genetic test: Mutations arising prior to copulation from either spontaneous 
origin or P32 should be the same in groups 1 and 2 ; therefore, an increased mutation 
rate in group 2 over group 1 would be due to mutations arising in mature re­
labeled spermatozoa while stored an average of 24 days in unlabeled females. The
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results of three separate experiments are shown in Table 1. There is no evidence 
of an increase in group 2 over group 1 for loss of the marked Y  (or X ) chromosome 
or in sex-linked recessive lethals observed in the F2 generation for any of the three 
experiments or the weighted mean. There is an insignificant number of mosaic 
males—8/7133 in group 1 and 5/7488 in group 2—and only 2/10644 and 1/12573 
gynandromorphs in groups 1 and 2, respectively. Loss of the marked Y (or X) 
chromosome is usually the result of chromosome breakage resulting in either loss 
of the entire chromosome or the terminal marker,9 while breakage of a subunit 
might lead to loss of part of the chromosome, including the terminal marker, in 
some of the tissue resulting in an Fi mosaic. The results of this experiment are 
consistent with our previous results1 in that there is no evidence for unrepaired 
chromosome breakage, or unrepaired breakage of subunits, or complete mutations 
that can be attributed to transmutation of P32.
The new interesting result is that in each of the three experiments (Table 1) 
there is an increase in sex-linked recessive lethals observed in the F3 generation in 
group 2 over those observed in group 1. When the average difference between group 
1 and group 2 along with the error of the difference is computed by Muller’s10 method 
of harmonic means, group 2 averages 0.9 ±  0.6 per cent higher than group 1, 
using 95 per cent confidence interval. The difference of 0.9 per cent is significant 
at less than the 1 per cent probability level based on a t test and sampling error.
The observed increase of 0.9 =fc 0.6 per cent F3 lethals during storage of the re­
labeled sperm cannot be attributed to the effect of storage, for in a very large 
control test conducted in Dr. H. J. Muller’s laboratory under the immediate super­
vision of Dr. It. R. Rinehart, no increase in F3 lethals was observed during a three- 
week storage period. Drs. Muller and Rinehart gave the senior author permission 
to quote their unpublished results, which are otherwise not available. Sex-linked 
recessive lethals observed in the F2 generation before storage were (22/ 15449) 
0.14 per cent and after three weeks’ storage were (29/ 10216) 0.28 per cent, an 
increase of 0.14 per cent which is consistent with Muller’s previous experiments.11 
Sex-linked recessive lethals observed in the Fa generation by selecting for testing 
one F2 female per nonlethal F2 culture were (22/ 8866) 0.25 per cent before storage 
and after three weeks’ storage were (20/ 9323) 0.21 per cent; therefore, there was 
no evidence for any change in Fa lethals during a three-week storage period. This
TABLE 1 
Per Cent Mutations
Loss of Y (or X) Sex-Linked Lethals Sex-Linked LethalsChromosome Observed in Fj Observed in FjExpt. Group 1 Group 2t Group 1 Group 2 Group 1 Group 2 Difference
I 3.1 ±  0.6"' 2.8 ± 0 .6 5.2 ±  1.5 5.3 ±  1.4 0.8 ±  0.6 2.2 ±  1.0 1.4
(2767)t (2670) (901) (1023) (766) (827)
0.9II 2.8 db 0.9 2.8 ±  1.0 5.4 ±  2.3 6.2 ±  2.3 0.9 ±  1.0 1.8 ±  1.4
(1354) (1165) (410) (436) (342) (342)
0.5III 2.2 ±  0.5 1.9 ±  0.4 5.0 ±  1.2 4.3 ±  1.1 0.4 ±  0.4 0.9 ±  0.5
(3012) (3653) (1407) (1488) (1139) (1310)
Weighted
1.5 ±  0.5 0.91mean 2.7 ±  0.4 2.4 ±  0.4 5.2 ±  0.9 4.9 ±  0.8 0.6 ±  0.3
(7133) (7488) (2718) (2947) (2247) (2479) P  < 0.01
* Ninety-five per cent confidence interval baeed on sampling error.t Number of tests in parentheses.   , , 'I Group 2 are from P”-labeled spermatoioa stored tn unlabeled females an average of 24 days while group I arefrom unstored P>>-labeled spermatoioa.S Less than 1% probability level baBed on t test and sampling error.
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experiment of Muller and Rinehart probably represents the most extensive data 
that will be available for some time because of the expense of testing 18,189 chromo­
somes to the F3 generation. Since they used the same test chromosome (X  • F s, 
In ( l)E N  f )  and heterozygous inversions that we used in the experiment reported 
herein, we shall use it as the control for spontaneous mutations arising during three 
weeks of storage.
The same procedures were used for feeding P32 in all three experiments; however, 
the larvae in experiment III were noticeably slower in development and fed longer 
on the nonlabeled media before pupation. This significantly lowered the counts 
per pupa when placed before the GM tube and probably accounted for the lowered 
mutation rates in both groups 1 and 2. Our determination of P32 per cell showed 
no significant difference among the three experiments; however, the variance of 
these determinations was high. Therefore, experiment III could represent less 
incorporation of P32 per cell, and averaging it with the other two experiments may 
have led to underestimating the mutagenic efficiency of P32 transmutation. Since 
the significant contribution of this paper is the increase in F3 lethals due to trans­
mutation and recoil of P32, the possible underestimation of mutations due to averag­
ing the three experiments will not alter the conclusions.
The observed increase in F3 lethals during storage could not be due to beta 
radiation because the dose as previously calculated is too low to give a significant 
change in the mutation rate, and beta radiation should give more chromosome 
breaks and complete lethals than mosaics. We observed the opposite result. 
Therefore, using 95 per cent confidence intervals, we conclude that the increase 
of 0.9 =b 0.6 per cent F3 lethals during storage was due to transmutation and recoil 
of 2.4 ±  0.9 P32 atoms per X  chromosome euchromatin during 24 days of storage.
Discussion.—The transmutation of phosphorus-32 to sulfur-32 within the DNA  
molecule alters the chemistry of the situation so that from theoretical considerations 
at least one strand of the DNA molecule will be broken. In addition to the 
chemical changes, the sulfur nucleus receives a maximum energy of recoil of 77.3 ev
that often is sufficient to rupture the P O bonds;12 however, this recoil effect is
redundant as the change in valence is sufficient to break the P O bond, for
Apelgot and Latarjet13 have shown that P33 with a maximum recoil energy of 5.1 ev,
a value too low to break the P 0  bonds, is as effective as P32 in bacterial suicide
experiments.
Experimental evidence of P32 transmutation in viruses has been reviewed by 
Stent and Fuerst.M By means of radioautographs, it was shown that decay of P32 
incorporated into viral DNA breaks the molecule with a frequency that is in rough 
quantitative agreement with the frequency of viral inactivation. For double­
stranded DNA viruses one inactivation occurred in ten P32 disintegrations at 4°C 
and the efficiency of inactivation was 45 per cent less at — 196°C, whereas with 
single-stranded DNA viruses one inactivation occurred for each P32 decay, confirm­
ing that each P 32 decay breaks at least one strand of DNA.
In contrast, the complex eukaryote chromosome is not broken nor are complete 
mutations produced by breakage of at least one strand of DNA as shown in both 
this and our previous report;1 however, this alteration of the DNA molecule does 
produce lethal mutations observed by absence of males with the treated chromo­
some in the F3 when they had been present in the F2. If the lethals reported here
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are due to Fj mosaic embryos, then the ratio of lethals observed in the F2 to lethals 
observed in the F3 has been estimated from our previous report6 to be 2.4, 1.1, or 
0.6 for embryos with 50, 25, or 12.5 per cent mutant tissue, respectively. Our 
estimate of the F2/F3 ratio is zero; however, if we consider the upper 95 per cent 
confidence limit, it is 1.3 for this experiment. If we use the Fs lethal test from our 
previous experiment1 where we observed 1.7 ±  0.3 and 1.6 ±  0.3 F2 lethals for 
groups 1 and 2, respectively, the upper 95 per cent confidence limit of the F2/F3 
ratio is only 0 .5. In comparing the F2 of the previous experiment1 with the F3 
of the present data the ratio is biased upwards because of the higher dose of P32 
incorporated into the germ cells in the previous experiment, yet the ratio is still 
estimated at zero. Because of uncertainties in approximating the variance of the 
ratio when the estimated ratio is zero, we shall not claim an upper confidence limit 
below what would be expected for 25 per cent mosaics (1.1); however, the ratio is 
certainly significantly different from what would be expected for 50 per cent 
mosaics (2.4). Therefore, if the lethals observed in the F3 are due to F t mosaics, 
the mosaics must have had 25 per cent or less of their tissue mutant.
Mosaics of 25 per cent or less could be the result of multistrandedness or the 
mechanism of mutation. A multistranded model that would explain mosaics of 
25 per cent or less could be based on a distribution of strands during early cleavage 
so that a mutant would not become fixed in all strands of a chromosome until two 
or more mitotic divisions had occurred. The recent report15 that in Chlamydomonas 
reinhardi (a strain was used that produced eight zoospores) only hybrid chromo­
somal DNA is detected after the first postmeiotic mitosis following premeiotic 
labeling with N 1S is consistent with this model. This model is inconsistent with 
a single DNA molecule semiconservative pattern of replication reported for euka­
ryote chromosomes;16 however, cleavage divisions have not been studied and it  
may be that early cleavage is unique. This model could be directly tested if 
material with cleavage chromosomes suitable for cytological analysis were found. 
An alternate multistranded model that would follow semiconservative replication 
is one in which the strands are held together with protein with an alteration of a 
single strand becoming fixed in all the strands of a chromosome only at meiosis, 
perhaps during the recently described delayed synthesis period.17 With this model 
mutant cells will not be produced until the F2, and lethal cultures will not be ob­
served until the F3. A study of visible cryptic mutations offers an opportunity to 
test this model. Alternatively, the delay in appearance may have its basis in the 
mechanism of mutation. Perhaps a broken strand of DNA in the intact eukaryote 
chromosome can be held together by protein even after separation from the homol­
ogous DNA strand so that replication usually occurs but occasionally is interfered 
with before repair occurs, thus producing cell lineages with a small per cent of 
mutant cells.
Summary.— Evidence is presented that transmutation of P32 to S32 within the 
DNA molecule of Drosophila spermatozoa produces lethal mutations that are 
detected only in the F3. If the delay in expression of the lethal mutation is due to 
Fi mosaicism, the mutant cells must average 25 per cent or less of the Fi mosaic 
fly, or otherwise a significant fraction of the lethals will be detected in the F2. 
Mosaics of 25 per cent or less may be the result of multistrandedness or the mech­
anism of mutation. Regardless of which explanation may be correct, it is clear
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that the conventional explanation for the origin of mosaics by the alteration of one 
strand of double-stranded DNA to produce a cell lineage with half mutant and half 
nonmutant cells cannot be applied to these mutations induced by transmutation 
of P 32 to S32. The implications for estimating genetic damage from radionuclides 
incorporated into D N A must be reevaluated in view of these results. Furthermore, 
these results indicate the inadequacy of conventional F2 lethal tests for screening 
potential mutagenic agents.
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SUMMARY
This study shows that 2 commonly held explanations for mosaics induced by 
treating postmeiotic spermatozoa with chemical mutagens are inconsistent with an 
analysis of the percent of mutant tissue produced in the Fi. The first model tested 
assumes that mosaics are the results of altering one strand of the DNA double helix 
so that there will be an equal number of mutant and nonmutant nuclei following 
semiconservative replication. The second model assumes that alkylation of a base in 
DNA will cause a fixed probability of base pairing mistakes and may produce a 
mutation at any replication. In phage the probability of mispairing following alkyla­
tion is low so that a mutation likely occurs only once in 8 replications; therefore, most 
of the mutations are fixed after the first 2 divisions. If Drosophila is similar to phage, 
the mean frequency of mutant nuclei and the frequency distribution of mosaics by 
class of percent mutant tissue will be distinctly different for the 2 models.
Males were fed ethyl methanesulfonate and mutations were detected in the Fx 
by the specific locus method at the yellow (y) and white (w) loci. Agreement between 
this experiment and previous work with mosaics produced by chromosome aberra­
tions was found in that the germ line developed from a small sample of poorly mixed 
nuclei that was independent of the phenotype of head and thorax. The latter finding 
allowed a selection of mosaics to be made independent of the germ line, and a method 
of analysis was developed for flies selected because they were mosaic in the head or 
thorax. Analyses of results from the eye mosaics in this experiment and from 3 
experiments with the dumpy (dp) locus previously reported by others but not analyzed 
in this way were inconsistent with both original models. The average percent of 
mutant phenotype among the yellow mosaics observed in this experiment was also 
found inconsistent with both original models, and a frequency distribution of mosaics 
classified by percent of mutant tissue was inconsistent with both original models and 
a combination of the two; therefore, both of our initial models and a combination 
of the two were rejected.
The data are consistent with delayed mutation in which an alkylated base has
* Supported by AEC Grants At-(40-i)-3645 and AT-(40-i)-3728 and Public Health Service 
Research Grant No. ES00320.
Abbreviation: EMS, ethyl methanesulfonate.
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about a 50% probability of mispairing at each replication and producing a fixed 
mutation or with a multistranded model in which the postmeiotic eukaryote chromo­
some contains 2 parallel DNA molecules for each locus. - -
INTRODUCTION
Chemical mutagens produce a large proportion of mutational events in which 
a treated haploid cell produces both a stable mutant and stable nonmutant cell 
lineage (for a review see Auerbach2 and L oveless18). In the case of microorganisms 
this event is observed as sectored colonies or mottled plaques, whereas in multi- 
cellular organisms the treatment of a postmeiotic germ cell produces mosaic progeny 
with both stable mutant and stable nonmutant tissue. It is the stability of both the 
mutant and nonmutant cell lineage that distinguishes this class from variegation 
due to position effects, insertional translocations, gene environment interactions, 
e.g., temperature mutants (Suzuki et al,2S), and possible gene instability as postulated 
by Auerbach2. A cell lineage consisting of both stable mutant and nonmutant cells 
may be the result of altering one strand of the DNA double helix possibly by depuri- 
nation or chain breakage so that following one mitotic division with semiconservative 
replication, there will be both a mutant and a nonmutant nucleus (M uller et «/.ao). 
Then with replication without selection there would be produced a clone with equal 
numbers of stable mutant and nonmutant cells. An alternate explanation is that of 
delayed mutation (Green and K rieg10, K rieg12, F reese8, and L oveless18) whereby 
a base of the treated DNA is alkylated giving rise to a tautomeric shift so as to 
increase the probability of improper pairing during the DNA replication. In experi­
ments in which phage were treated with the alkylating agent EMS Green and 
K rieg10 found that the probability of misreplication was so low that it seldom 
occurred more than once during the approx. 8 replications in the host bacterium of a 
single burst experiment. Therefore, the average mutant fraction of a clone was very 
small following a single burst experiment. To distinguish between these 2 explanations 
for the eukaryotes, Drosophila, melanogaster spermatozoa were treated with EMS and 
their progeny analyzed for mutant and nonmutant tissue in mosaics at the yellow (y) 
or white (w) loci. In addition, results from experiments with mosaics at the dumpy 
(dp) locus conducted in E lo f Carlson’s laboratory by his students have been made 
available to us for analysis and comparison with our results.
materials and methods
3- to 4-day-old Drosophila males with a normal X-chromosome derived from 
the Oregon-R stock and a modified Y-chromoson.e B SY  y+  (formally listed as scBy+  
Y  B s) were fed EMS in a 1% sucrose solution by the methods of Lewis and Bacher18. 
After feeding, males were allowed to age 24 h before mating for 3 days with 
In(i)scslLsc8R+dl-49, y  scsi sc8 w "winscy"17 females. This mating scheme assured 
that only postmeiotic treated sperm were used. males were scored for loss of one 
or both markers on the modified Y-chromosome and Ft females for visible mutations 
at the white and yellow loci. The phenotypes of yellow mosaics were analyzed according 
to the method of Patterson and Stone21, who used 42 regions of the adult body
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surface as shown in Fig. i. Each of these 42 regions either developed from a single 
imaginal disc or from a separate region of an imaginal disc where it was apparent 
from embryological considerations that the imaginal disc consisted of a complex of 
several buds. Mosaic females were first drawn on a diagram as shown in Fig. 1 and 
then recorded in Table II with each region representing an imaginal disc recorded 
as follows: —, for the mutant yellow; + ,  for the gray wild-type; and db, for a mixed 
region containing both mutant and nonmutant tissue. This compact method of record­
ing mosaics permits the reconstruction of any mosaic’s diagram by comparing the 
notation in Table II to Fig. 1.
Fig. 1. Outline of fly on which mosaic patterns were drawn showing the 42 regions of the adult 
body surface used in Table II (by Sky B. B is h o p ) .
An effort was made to obtain progeny from each mutant Fx female. If mutant 
progeny were obtained, a stock was made by balancing the mutant-containing 
X-chromosome with an attached-X stock (y f :  —) if the mutant X-chromosome did 
not contain a lethal or if a recessive lethal was present with In(i)scslLscm -\-dl-4g, 
y  scsl sc8 w snxi B. A sample of nonmutant Fx females was taken from each vial and 
used for a sex-linked recessive lethal test by brooding one female per vial and scoring 
the F2 for absence of males with the treated X-chromosome.
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RESULTS
A total of 50243 Fx females was scored for visible mutations at the white and 
yellow loci with 331 exceptions observed. The distribution of the 331 exceptions as to 
complete or mosaic and locus is shown in Table I. The increase in the percentage of phe- 
notypically completely mutant observations at the white locus (51%) over the com­
pletely yellow phenotype (14%) is consistent with previous findings (Lee et al,14 and 
G arcia-Bellido and Merriam9) that the eye imaginal disc represents a very small
TABLE I
N U M B E R  O F M U TA TIO N S O B SE R V E D  A T EACH S P E C IF IC  
LOCUS IN  A P O P U L A T IO N  O F  50243 F, FEM A L ES
Locus Complete mutant Mosaic mutant
Yellow 16 (14%) 98 (86%)
White in  (5 i%) 106 (49%)
sample of the original cleavage nuclei. Therefore, many flies that are phenotypically 
completely mutant in the eye are mosaic in other tissue that cannot be scored for 
the white phenotype “masked mosaics” (Browning and A ltenburg8). Since a 
means for determining physical dosages of the chemical mutagen in the germ line 
has not been perfected, the sex-linked recessive lethal test was used as a biological 
dosimeter. A sex-linked recessive lethal rate of 31% was observed among 3134 chro­
mosomes tested. Among 2159 nonlethal F2 cultures, 15 visible mutants at the white 
locus were observed "cryptics” (Carlson8) while none were observed at the yellow 
locus.
The greatest amount of information on mosaics can be obtained from those 
mosaics scorable as either mutant or nonmutant phenotype in all 42 regions listed 
in Table II. Some of these regions in the head and thorax and ventral portion of the 
abdomen can only be scored on the basis of the color of the bristles. Unfortunately 
some of the mutants induced at the yellow locus by EMS do not sufficiently change 
bristle pigmentation to allow accurate scoring even though the cuticular pigmentation 
is definitely mutant. This would be the case, e.g., with the well known mutant yellow-2 
which is not readily scored in the head, thorax, and ventral portion of the abdomen. 
Therefore a yellow mosaic, when found, was compared in a three-way comparison 
test with a fly of yellow, yellow-2, and normal phenotype and only those with bristles 
significantly lighter than the normal and yellow-2 were used for analysis of the distri­
bution of the yellow phenotype in the mosaic. There were 66 of the 98 yellow mosaic 
Fj females with bristles satisfactory for scoring (Table II). The accuracy of this 
scoring was checked by phenotypic fidelity tests wherein of those picked for analysis 
that produced mutant progeny, all had bristles that could be distinguished from 
normal.
To separate mutants that become fixed during cleavage from those that become 
fixed during growth of the imaginal disc, we initially adopted one completely mutant 
or two partially mutant imaginal discs as a minimum for recording a cleavage 
mosaic. This arbitrary division proved unnecessary as the results showed two distinct 
distributions. Mosaics of less than one imaginal disc usually consist of one or only 
a few mutant bristles, an occurrence which is the result of mutants that became fixed
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T A B L E  II
F x F E M A L E S  M OSA IC F O R  y e l l o w
Progeny refers only to F2 females heterozygous for the treated chromosome. Symbols: —, yellow 
phenotype: +. normal phenotype; ± , mixed region containing both mutant and nonmutant 
tissue; Vx, vertex; An, antenna; Pb, proboscis; H, humerus; L, leg; W, wing; M, mesonotum; 
Sc, scutellum; D, dorsal; V, ventral; S, segment.
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during growth of the imaginal disc either by somatic crossing-over or chromosome 
loss. In contrast, yellow mosaics above the minimum averaged 35% of their imaginal 
discs mutant with a rapid decrease in the frequency histogram below 15% (Fig. 2). 
There was only 1 fly with the minimum of 1 mutant imaginal disc (No. 44, Table II), 
2 flies with 1.5, and 3 flies with the equivalent of 2 mutant imaginal discs. This paper 
deals only with the cleavage mosaics and only those are reported; however, the detec­
tion of flies with as few as one yellow bristle is convincing evidence that the decrease 
in frequency of cleavage mosaics below 15% (Fig. 2) is not due to bias in detection.
Of the 66 yellow mosaic Fj females recorded in Table II, 55 were fertile when 
crossed to their brothers with a “winscy” X-chromosome. Their F2 female progeny 
that were heterozygous for the treated X-chromosome and “winscy” were then 
scored for the yellow phenotype as a measure of whether the germ line was mutant, 
mosaic, or nonmutant. The results of this progeny test along with the scoring of each
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4 5- 45 45
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Fig. 2. Frequency distribution of mosaic females classified by percent of mutant tissue. Cross- 
hatched represents a frequency distribution of observed data. Solid line represents theoretical 
calculations on the assumption that the probability of mutation at each replication (/i) is as 
follows. Fig. A: /I =  0.29, y* — 179, P  <  0.001; Fig. B: fi =  0.93, y} =  5 • 103, P <  0.001. Fig. C 
is the weighted mean between the theoretical distribution in Fig. A and Fig.B: y3 =  52, P  <  0.001; 
Fig. T> : fi — 0.58, y3 =  8.3, P = 0.48.
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imaginal disc of the Fl yellow mosaic are shown in Table II. The percentage of 
mutant yellow was determined to be 35% counting a mixed imaginal disc as one half.
Observation of Table II shows agreement with similar tables (P atterson  and 
Stone21 and Lee et al.u ) published on chromosome mosaics in that there is no syste­
matic orientation of left-right or anterior-posterior, but within each mosaic female 
there is a grouping of mutant tissue, as would be expected with mixing in a viscous 
medium. This grouping gives significant differences from randomness when adjacent 
areas are compared.
Independence of germ line from  imaginal disc in  head and thorax: In scoring a 
previous experiment (Lee et al.u ) for X-ray induced mosaics that had lost all or part 
of the Y-chromosomes marked with the dominant allele of yellow, it was found that 
among mosaics, phenotype of head and thorax was independent of the genotype of 
the germ line. Therefore, we can study 2 independent samples from the same embryo. 
This independence enables us to select a population of known mosaics on the basis of 
mosaicism in the head and thorax, and then with the independent sample to deter­
mine the distribution of mutant, nonmutant and mosaic tissue in the germ line. In­
dependence of the germ line is essential for the selection of the population of mosaics; 
therefore, to check our previous finding we used the population of 46 EMS-induced 
fertile mosaics for yellow with 12 or more progeny (Table II).
A series of y 2 tests for independence was made between the composition of the 
germ line as all-mutant, mosaic or all-nonmutant and a series of easily scored dorsal 
imaginal discs positioned in linear order. The results of these y 2 tests for the EMS 
induced point mutations are shown in Table III and for comparison we have included
TABLE III
■fj- t e s t  f o r  i n d e p e n d e n c e  b e t w e e n  g e r m  l i n e  c o m p o s i t i o n  a n d  i m a g i n a l  d i s c  ( b o t h  l e f t  a n d  r i g h t )  
B A SE D  ON 3 -B Y -3  C O N T IN G E N C Y  T A B L E S
Mutagen Imaginal discs
W M DS2 DS3 DS4 DS5 DS6 DSy
EMS 5-9 3-6 5-4 1 8 .2 1 6 ,3 7-4 14-5 1 4 .6 1 8 .5pb 0 .2 0 . 4 0 .3 0 .0 0 1 0 .0 0 3 0 .1 0 .0 0 6 0 .0 0 6 0.001
X-rayc t 6 .0 3-8 1-9 3-2 1 4 .4 7-7 1 3 .2 9-1 1 3 .2pb 0 .2 0 .4 0 .7 o -5 0 .0 0 6 0 .1 0 .0 1 0 .0 6 0.01
“ Symbols are described under Table II, and the location is shown in Fig. 1. 
b 4 degrees of freedom.
0 From previous experiments; L e e  et al,u.
the results from a previous experiment14 in which X-ray induced chromosomal aber­
rations were used. There was a bias in the y 2 test owing to discontinuity, because the 
numbers in some classes were small and tended to make us observe too many 
significant differences; however, even with this bias there was no significant difference 
for the vertex (the portion of the eye imaginal disc that can be scored for yellow), 
wing, and mesonotum imaginal discs. Therefore, we concluded that the germ line 
represents an independent sample from mosaics selected on the basis of the phenotype 
in the head and thorax.
Proportion of mutant cleavage nuclei: We will use the information of independ­
ence between head or thorax and germ line determined from our mutations at the 
yellow  locus and apply this information to the mutations detected at the white locus.
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Among 106 females phenotypically mosaic in the eye due to mutation at the white 
locus (Table I), 71 produced 12 or more F2 females heterozygous for the treated 
chromosomes. These 71 females comprised a population of known fertile mosaics 
whose basis of selection was independent of germ line composition. Among the 71 
females, 11 were completely mutant, 7 were mosaic, and 53 were completely non­
mutant in the germ line. If the mutant cleavage nuclei represent 50% of cleavage 
nuclei at the time the germ line was differentiated (following the 8th cleavage divi­
sion), there would be an equal number of females with completely mutant germ line 
as well as with completely nonmutant germ lines. This is valid regardless of the num­
ber of cleavage nuclei that comprise the sample that make up the germ line. With a 
ratio of 11:53 this is clearly not the case (P  <  0.001). To place a quantitative value 
on the frequency of mutant cleavage nuclei at the end of the 8th cleavage division 
(the pole cells are differentiated during the 9th cleavage division), we let p  equal 
the relative frequency of mutant cleavage nuclei among mosaic embryos, and then 
expressed the relative frequency of mosaic embryos that produced the following: 
all-mutant germ lines as p n, all-nonmutant germ lines as (1 —p )n, and mosaic germ 
lines as the remainder. A computer program was then written to compare by means 
of the y* test the expected number of females in the 3 classes (completely mutant, 
mosaic, completely nonmutant) with the observed number of females in each class 
for various values of p  and n. To test the generality of our values of p  and n  we have 
used this method of analysis that we developed for the white locus to analyze data 
collected by students of Dr. E lo f  C arlson (Southin24, Corwin7, and Jenkins12) 
with the dumpy locus. As seen in Table IV the best-fit values (least y 2) for n  are less
TABLE IV
E S T IM A T IO N  O F  P  (R E L A T IV E  F R E Q U E N C Y  O F M U T A N T C LE A V A G E N U C L E I)  A N D  «  (E M P IR IC A L  C O N S T A N T ) B Y  L E A S T  
J{2 M E T H O D  F O R  M O SA IC F j F E M A L E S
Experimenter Locus Mittagen Observed germ line frequencies 
Complete Mosaic Complete 
mutant nonmutant
Number Least x2
P n
L e e w EMS 0 .1 5 0 .1 0 o -75 71 0 ,2 1 1 .2
C o r w i n 7 dp NMUR 0 .0 7 0 .1 7 0 . 7 6 92 0 . 1 7 i -5
S o u t h i n 24 dp I C R - 1 7 0 O.II 0 .1 2 0 .7 7 H 3 0 .1 9 i -3
J e n k i n s 121 dp EMS 0 . 1 9 0 .0 5 0 . 7 6 2 3 0 0 .2 2 1 .1pn M 1 3 i 3 <?"
a Personal communications and ref. 12.
than 2 for all 4 experiments. These values of 11 compare favorably with the value of 
1.5 we obtained in our earlier experiment14 where p  was estimated from the percentage 
of the yellow phenotype on the adult’s body. This value of n is less than the number 
of nuclei that migrate to the pole region following the 8th cleavage division (Sonnen- 
b lick 22). This discrepancy was interpreted as being due to the nuclei not being ran­
domly mixed, but instead grouped in large clusters of genetically similar nuclei. 
Therefore n becomes an empirical constant for this species, with the exception that 
limiting the reproductive capacity of the female would give further reduction in the 
value of n, because of the lower probability of detecting mosaics.
The best-fit values (least y 2) for p  as shown in Table IV show a significant 
disagreement with both our first hypothesis that mosaics should be 50% mutant nuclei
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and our second hypothesis that mosaics should have a low value of about 14% as 
observed in phage (Green and K rieg10).
Analysis o f the distribution of yellow mutant tissue: A11 alternate method of 
analysis is to determine the percentage of mutant imaginal discs on each mosaic 
yellow female as shown in the last column of Table II. The percentage of mutant 
imaginal discs should be a good estimate of the percentage of mutant nuclei at the 
end of cleavage, for embryological studies have shown that the surface of the insect 
is derived from large and well distributed samples of the original cleavage nuclei, 
and the samples for the 42 imaginal discs are well distributed over the surface of the 
embryo (Sonnenblicic23). To analyze these data (Table II) and compare them quan­
titatively with the results obtained with phage (Green and K rieg10), a model was 
constructed by Mr. Sega based on the hypothesis that an alkylated base would have 
a fixed probability, fi, of mispairing and thus causing a fixed mutation in one strand 
of the DNA molecule in any replication. The relative frequency of mutant cleavage 
nuclei among mosaic embryos, or for phage, the ratio of mutant clone size to the 
burst size (M/B) (ref. 10) was expressed as p, and the probability function for the 
various relative frequencies of p  was expressed as F(/>). The average relative frequen­
cy of mutant cells in a population of mosaics (p) was given by Equation x.
After 8 cleavage divisions in the Drosophila embryo the germ line is sampled and the 
fraction of mutant tissue that can result after the 8th cleavage division is (0.5)8 
or 0.4% which is less than the resolution of scoring mosaics with 48 regions to score. 
Therefore, we built our model on the assumption that after 8 cleavage divisions a 
mosaic would probably not be detected. For the case of 8 replications Equation 1 
may be written in terms of fi as shown in Equation 2.
A program for the IBM 1420 was written to make this summation for 8 cleavage 
divisions. The program was constructed to produce a frequency histogram for any 
assigned value of [x.
In the single-burst experiments of G reen and K rieg10 the ratio of the mean 
mutant clone size to the mean total burst size (M/B) was 0.148 and 0.137. Using 0.14 
as p  we calculated the average probability of misreplication (/j) at each division as 0.29. 
In Fig. 2a the expected distribution on the basis of fi =  0.29 is shown in the solid 
line, whereas the observed histogram of the 51 females that gave 50% or less mutant 
tissue is shown in the cross-hatched. This model would explain only flies of 50% 
mosaicism or less. An alternate mechanism had to be used for mosaic flies above 50%; 
therefore, in comparing the observed to the expected, only the 51 flies with 50% or 
less mosaic tissue were used. A yf test of the observed distribution with the expected 
in Fig. 2a gave a y 2 value of 179 with P  <  0.001. The alternate hypothesis that the 
mutant would nearly always occur in the 1st or occasionally the 2nd cleavage division 
with fi =  0.93 was tested and shown in Fig. 2b. This also gives a highly significant differ­
ence from the expected, with yf =  5 • 103 (P  <  0.001). One possible explanation for the 
percentage of mosaicism intermediate between these 2 hypotheses is that a combina­
tion of the 2 occurs. Therefore, a combined test of the 2 previous models that would
p = Y a P 'ViP)
V
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give a frequency of yellow, observed among the 51 flies, of 0.28 is shown tested in 
Fig. 2c. This also gave a significant departure from the expected (x2 =  52, P  <  0.001); 
therefore, neither hypothesis nor a combination of the two will explain the observed 
results. The computer was then allowed to cycle from f i  — 0.02 to 0.99 with incre­
ments of / i  =  0.01 and each value was tested by the x 2 test. A minimum x2 value was 
obtained for f i  =  0.58 (Fig. 2d) with values of f i  from 0.49-0.66 as the 95% confidence 
limits. A plot of all the x2 values as a function of f i  shows only one minimum. Addition 
of the mosaics with slightly greater than 50% only increased our estimate of fx from 
0.58 to 0.63 and had no significant effect on the test of any hypothesis.
54 Fi yellow mosaic males and 42 gynandromorphs were also found in this 
experiment and were recorded in the same way as the yellow mosaic Ft females shown 
in Table III. The average percent of yellow mutant tissue in the Ft mosaic males was 
41% and in the gynandromorphs 31%. From another experiment (Bishop and L ee3) 
it was shown that approx. 40% of the Fx yellow mosaics due to the loss of the Y- 
chromosome were chromosome aberrations involving more than one locus, and pos­
sibly all of the gynandromorphs represent chromosome aberration. Since yellow 
mosaics resulting from chromosome aberrations have been previously recorded as we 
have recorded our point mutations in Table II (P atterson  and S tone21, Lee et a/.11), 
we will not report our Fx male mosaics or gynandromorphs in detail.
DISCUSSION
The analysis of mosaics is potentially subject to intercellular selection at 2 
levels. The first is selection against inviable mutations that would not be detected 
as visible mutations (our independent variable) and therefore are not included in the 
analysis. Second is intercellular selection within the germ line (our dependent variable). 
Because it was recognized at the start of the experiment that intercellular selection 
within the germ line would bias downward the estimate of mutant nuclei during 
cleavage, special precautions were taken to minimize it. The chromosome selected 
for the specific locus test was maintained in a homozygous stock and was viable 
opposite deletions for the yellow region and the white region. Non-occurrence of 
intercellular selection within the heterozygous germ line is evidenced by the fact 
that among 61 mosaic germ lines for dumpy observed by Jenkins12 the mean fre­
quency of mutant progeny was 50% but with a large variance. This is consistent 
with the observation (Lee et al.1*) that the germ line consists of a small sample of 
nuclei that are not randomly mixed but, instead, consist of large groups of either 
mutant or nonmutant nuclei. Mosaic germ lines represent cases where the sample for 
the germ line came from along the border between mutant and nonmutant nuclei. 
Sampling along a border where the size of the sample is small in relation to the area 
of both tissues should give a mean of 50% regardless of the percentage of mutant to 
nonmutant nuclei. There should also be a large variance giving a flat-topped distri­
bution as actually shown in Jenkins' graph12. If there were any selection in the germ 
line, or among the progeny, this distribution would be sloped accordingly and the 
mean would be less than 50% mutant progeny among progenies of individuals with 
mosaic germ lines. This is evidently not the case for the dumpy mutations. Since the 
dumpy locus contains several lethal mutational sites within it, one would expect more 
selection against dumpy than for the yellow or white mutants. Therefore we assume
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no intercellular selection within the germ line once it has been differentiated at 
the end of the 8th cleavage division; furthermore, we assume no selection on point 
mutations during synchronous cleavage in the egg syncytium, for mRNA is not even 
being produced at that time in the insect embryo (Lockshin18). The inertness of 
the genes during cleavage is illustrated by the fact that aneuploids from triploid 
females develop normally through cleavage and die during blastula formation or 
later as shown by Von B o r s te l27, The above argument applies only to the method 
of analysis using the germ line; however, there is clearly no selection in the somatic 
yellow phenotype relative to the germ line data, for the percent of mutant yellow is 
actually higher, although not significantly higher, than the germ line data when the 
number of yellow mutants are considered. Therefore, we accept the observation that 
the mutant tissue in mosaics is less than 50% because of reasons other than inter­
cellular selection.
EMS is known to produce some translocations (H otchkiss and Lim11 and 
Abrahamson et a t.1) and chromosome aberrations or losses as shown by the observa­
tion of gynandromorphs and losses of dominant markers on the Y-chromosome as 
found in this experiment. However, all of the mosaics at both the yellow  and white 
loci that transmitted mutant progeny were upon genetic test found to be intragenic. 
A full description of this genetic analysis will be found in a manuscript now in prepa­
ration (Bishop and L ee2). In brief each mutant was tested opposite deletions that 
covered not only the mutant but also known lethal sites on either side or, in the case 
of yellow, achaete to the right of yellow. In no case did one of these mutants affect 
either adjacent functional site when tested opposite the deletion. Therefore, the 
mutant itself was limited to the functional region of the white or yellow  locus and was 
considered intragenic. Consequently, the group of mutants selected for analysis—our 
independent variable—represents intragenic mutations that occurred in mixed cell 
lineages producing mosaics. We interpret our estimation that the relative frequency 
of mutant cleavage nuclei among mosaic embryos (p) is about one-fourth (Table IV) 
as applying only to intragenic mutations.
The estimate of mutant tissue in mosaics as being significantly less than 50% 
(Fig. 2b and Table IV) and the inability of intercellular selection to account for this 
led to the rejection of the first hypothesis that mosaics are the result of altering one 
strand of a double-stranded DNA molecule in the sperm cell if the genetic information 
of any one locus is represented by only one DNA molecule. The possibility of a de­
layed mutation exists when a base in the DNA molecule—most probably guanine 
(Brookes and L aw ley4)—is alkylated and produces a shift in the electron charge 
so as to increase the probability of a transition. A transition with a probability as low 
as that observed by G reen and K rieg10 in virus gives a significantly lower p  than 
that which we observed (Table IV). However, our observed values of p  may be biased 
upward if there is a population in which p  varies considerably among individuals, for 
individuals with a high frequency of mutant tissue would have a higher probability 
of producing a mosaic phenotype for white or dumpy. This bias would not apply to  
the yellow mosaics for we should have detected all yellow mosaics for values con­
siderably lower than 14%; therefore, if this bias is significant, our estimate of p  from 
the yellow mosaics should be lower than our estimate in Table IV, whereas in fact 
it is higher, although not significantly higher. Furthermore, the distribution (Fig. 2a) 
of the yellow mosaics is significantly different from the expected, if p  is as low as
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observed in the phage experiments10. A combination of our two hypotheses so as to | |
give a value of p  equal to what was observed, gives a distribution of yellow among 
the yellow mutants that is significantly different from that which was observed $
(Fig. 2c). Therefore, both of our initial models and a combination of the two are 5|
rejected. | |
By allowing the computer to  cycle until it arrived at a solution that best fits if
the observed data, a model was produced in which an alkylated base would have about 
a 50% chance of producing a transition at each replication. This gives results that 
are consistent with the observed (Fig. 2d) both in regards to the average frequency of M
p, 28% vs. an observed 31%, and a satisfactory fit to the distribution of the yellow ?tf
mutant. While this is not consistent with the data observed in virus ( G r e e n  a n d  
- ■ K r i e g 10), we know of no compelling reason to reject this as a possible explanation for :<
5 | delayed mutations induced in the eukaryote chromosome. <
; '■ An alternate explanation for a p  value of 25% that is consistent with a con­
siderable body of cytological observations (see W o l f f 28 for a review) is to accept a 
; multistranded theory for the gamete chromosomes in which each chromosome would
consist of 2 parallel DNA double-stranded molecules each containing identical 
genetic information for a locus. The 2 double-stranded DNA molecules may be held 
together by intercalation of 2 double helices as shown by X-ray diffraction patterns 
for purified DNA at 92% relative humidity (Wu20). However, we do not know what 
effect protein has on the secondary structure of DNA in the eukaryote chromosome, 
and 2 double helices could also be held together side by side by secondary protein ■«
j  structure. The eukaryote chromosome could be replicated semiconservatively and |
li show other characteristics of a single DNA molecule while consisting of 2 DNA 1
molecules, either due to intercalation of the 2 DNA molecules30 or to the protein struc- 
ture. However, at a certain time in the life cycle or under unusual conditions the ^
chromosome could appear multistranded for if the multistranded model is correct,
from our analysis there is a sorting out of mutant from nonmutant strands during 
cleavage. The probability of a mutation being transmitted depends upon the proba­
bility of mutant cells being incorporated in the germ line in a 25% mosaic. Perhaps 
replication of DNA between fertilization and first cleavage is suspended as in the 
case of the first mitotic division following meiosis in Chlamydomonas reinhardi 
(Sueoka et al.2S). Two replications following 1st cleavage would give 1 mutant to 3 
nonmutant nuclei at 2nd cleavage for each altered DNA strand in the gametic 
chromosome.
This experiment does not distinguish between delayed mutation from a single­
stranded gametic chromosome or the multistranded gametic chromosome, since the 
mutational data can be fit to either theory. However, the multistranded theory does 
have the advantage of explaining the production of isochromosomes in spermatids, 
as recently shown by S ob els22, and the production of chromatid aberrations in : t
delayed Gt human lymphocytes in the absence of either DNA or protein synthesis 
(W o lff20). Furthermore, in a previous study of mutations induced by transmutation ^ ||
of **P to **S in DNA of stored Drosophila spermatozoa, more sex-linked recessive Jft
lethal mutations were found in the F3 than in the conventional F2 test (Lee et al.u ).
This transmutation experiment and the low value of n (n ^  1.5) now confirmed by 
data from several different investigators (Table IV) imply that p  could not equal 
50% and is probably 25% or less. Explaining the delayed fixation of mutations ' l |
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induced by transmutation of 32P to 32S in Drosophila spermatozoa is easier with a 
multistranded model.
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A new method to administer quantitatively 
chemical mutagens to D. melanogaster by 
vacuum injection has been developed at our 
laboratory. Previous micro-injection 
techniques have been criticized by Carlson 
and Oster (Genetics 47:561) because individual 
flies vary as to the amount of injected material 
that is retained. Preliminary tests in our lab in which 0.2^1. of ^C-ethyl methanesulfonate
(EMS) was injected per fly confirmed this variability. In several experiments we obtained 
a coefficient of variation (C.V.) of the retained radionuclide that averaged near 60%.
(The coefficient of variation is the percentage ratio of the sample standard deviation to 
the sample mean; s/x . 100%)
The feeding method of E.B. Lewis and F. Bacher (DIS 43:193) was also used and we
obtained in this case a C.V. of 16%,. However, a considerable amount of mutagen was necessary
to carry out a feeding experiment. A method of treatment was therefore devised that gives a
comparable C.V. while using only lOul. of mutagenic solution.
In our vacuum injection method, a C.V. of 10% was obtained using C-EMS. The pro­
cedure was to place 10 nonetherized adult males in a 25 ml. serum vial and then lower the
absolute pressure to between 40 and 50 mm of Hg. Freshly etherized flies were killed by
the vacuum treatment. Increasing the number of flies per vial above 10 gave a lower 
received dose per fly. Ten ill. of water containing ^C-EMS was then taken up into a syringe 
needle attached to a 1 ml. syringe with the syringe plunger withdrawn to take in 0 .1  ml. of 
air. The syringe needle containing the lOul. was then inserted through the rubber stopper 
of the serum vial, and atmospheric pressure forced the mutagen into the vial as an aerosol. 
Absolute pressure rose only slightly. After flies were left in the vials from one to two 
hours the vacuum was broken by inserting a large hypodermic needle through the rubber 
stopper. It was thought that the sudden increase in air pressure caused the mutagen that 
had diffused into the trachea to be forced into the tissues of the fly, although this point 
is still open to question.
Increasing the concentration of C-EMS by a factor of 10 resulted in a ten-fold 
increase in the amount of retained radionuclide. The incorporation of the radionuclide 
was found to increase with time in the vacuum; however, leaving the flies in the vials 
for longer than two hours caused death in some cases. Genetic tests have shown this 
method to be effective in producing mutations. A test of 323 chromosomes from males 
treated with lOul. of 0.12 M non-labeled EMS for one hour gave 42%, sex-linked recessive 
lethals in the F^.
Sega, G.A. and W.R. Lee. Department of 
Zoology, Louisiana State University, 
Baton Rouge. A vacuum injection 
technique for obtaining uniform dosages 
in D. melanogaster.
Hunt, Virginia. Developmental Biology
Center, Case Western Reserve University, 
Cleveland, Ohio. A qualitatively minimal 
amino acid diet for D. melanogaster.
Using a modification of Geer's amino acid diet 
(DIS 40:96) as a basic test medium, we have 
developed a medium which is completely defined 
and quantitatively minimal. Three amino acids 
can be omitted from Geer's original formulation 
and RNA replaced by inosine and uridine, without 
adversely affecting either development time or survival. The omission of either glycine or 
tyrosine causes no significant change in development time or survival, while the omission of 
cystine causes a significant decrease in development time and a significant increase in survival
mg. mg.
L-Arginine^HCl 80 L-Threonine 200
L-Glutamic acid 840 L-Tryptophan 50
L-Histidine‘HCl 100 L-Valine 280
L-Isoleucine 300 Agar ("Bacto") 1500
L-Leucine 200 Sucrose 1000
L-Lysine.HCl 190 Inosine 80
L-Methionine 80 Uridine 70
L-Phenylalanine 130 Cholesterol 30
mg. mg.
Thiamine 0 .2 0 MgS04-7H20 24.60
Nicotinic acid 1 .2 0 NaHC03 1 0 0 .0 0
Riboflavin 1 .0 0 KH2PO4 71.90
Ca pantothenate 1.60 K2HPO4 373.60
Pyridoxin 0.25 Water to 100 ml.
Biotin 0.03
Folic acid 1 .0 0
Choline chloride 8 .0 0
Glutamic acid was found to be non-essential for survival but essential for normal development 
time. The minimal medium follows: (FeS0 4 , CaCl2 , MnS0 4 .H20 were omitted as they were found
to be unnecessary by Sang (J. Exptl. Biol. 33: 45-72).
